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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, February 3, 1944

chools Sponsor Home Food
roject In Crucial War Year

Number 31

34 Men Accepted
For Service In
US Armed Forces

PANNING, PRODUCTION AND CANNING
MEETINGS SCHEDULED THROUGHOUT
COUNTY; TO START
FEBRUARY 10
ousewives and homemakers

Mother Writes To FDR,
Penicillin Saves Lite

Eligibles Deferred For
Farm Work Are
Warned They Must
Produce Food

Dr. J. J. Rosenthal
New Chairman Of
Local USO Center

Winner Of County
Spelling Contest

Unit Served 1,350
Men In Uniform
First Six Months;
Women Commended

Petty Officer, third class, Bob
Nuekols, U.S.N., son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. C. Nuckols, formerly of
Princeton, is visiting friends and
relatives here this week. He is
being transferred from Beaford,
South Carolina to Seattle, Washington.
444
Corporal Clauscine Baker and
Mrs. Baker arrived Monday from
Ft. Monmouth, N. J. for a visit
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Grover Baker and other rela. •
tives.

,The Army accepted 16 more
Dr. J. J. Rosenthal was chosen
white men, one Negro; the Navy,
chairman of the local USO unit,
14 white men and one Negro,
Princeton and all rural comreplacing the Rev. John Fox,
and one white and one Negro
lank
and other officers were elected
ities of Caldwell county are
411=••••••
were taken for limited service
for the year as follows at a reited to take part in a home
among two contingents given
cent meeting: Vice chairman,
production and canning propre-induction examinations
at
Mrs. R. M. Pool; treasurer, Chas.
Evansville last week, the county
sponsored by the AgriculJ. White; secretary, Robbie Lou
Selective Service Board reported
d Home Economics DeHobgood.
Tuesday.
Mr. Fox, out-going chairman,
t of Butler High School,
While local boards in many
made a brief address reviewing
tson, principal, said Moncities were working over-time
the
organization's work during
Jo.
*
this week to place new draft
Sammy Patterson, U. S. N.,
1943. He commented that the
regula
tions
in
effect,
the Caldproject will start about
has
been
USO
discha
had
rged
overcome criticism of
from a naval
well county board had things
hospital in Colorado and is visit10 with two meetings
some citizens of Princeton and
well in hand, Chairman R. S.
Irene
Smith
ing.
his
had
pareen
won
their
ts,
commun
rural
Mr.
approv
ities and
and Mrs.
al and acus
'Gregory said
Tuesday, date
tive participation in the work. 1 A pupil of Miss Rebekah Homer Patterson, Locust street.
er and Eastside schools
when the big changes became
Hende
He
will
He
rson
thank
report
at
for
ed
Butler
all
duty
what vegetables and
commi
at the
School
ttees and
,
effective all over the Nation.
Naval Station, Memphis, Tenn.,
Workers for their cooperation, Irene Smith was returned
mils are to be planted,
Accepted were: William H. Mcwin- this
especially praising the women. ner in
week-end for further as•'lowed by four meetings
Elroy, limited service for the
the annual county-wide
signment.
Those present gave a standing
of the designated centers
Army; Byron H. Egbert, Arthur
Penicillin saved the life of 12- vote
spelli
ng
contes
t
held
* * *
in the
of thanks to the retiring
ch production methods
R. Cotton, Adrain L. Hart, year-old Paul Richard
courthouse here last SaturdaY
Long chairman for his leadership.
Do you want a story about
explained, Mr. Watson
Charles R. Guess, James G. Lane, (above) of St. Louis, Mo., who
The new chairman commend- afternoon. Runner-up was Glenn your favorite Marine? If so, send
aiming, to be done at
Tilford E. Ladd, Richard T. was suffering from a bone' inhis name, serial number and
ed the work of Mrs. Charles Slane, of Cobb, who
e school, will begin about
Hardwick, Lacy T. Cunningham, fection. After Mrs. Long, his
was elimin- addres
Pepper, chairman of the girls' ated
s to this newspaper, and it
Lester G. Cartwright, William C. mother, wrote
on the word "tailor".
to
President organization; Mrs. Juanit
will
be assigned to a Marine
a Wil•se is to promote proHobby, Charles L. Hobby, Robert Roosevelt she received informa- son,
Judge
s
were
Mrs.
Duke
Corps
Pettit,
combat correspondent. As
chair
man of volunteer serof vitally needed food
0. Butler and Stice E. Goodwin, tion from the National Research
Jr., Thomas McConnell and soon as war time
vice;
communications
preservation for home use
for the Navy.
Council on how to obtain the man Mrs. Owen Ingram, chair- Dorothy Ann Davis. A.
M. Cal- enable us, the story will be reof the refreshment comm.
:interI by- canning, as 1944
The Army took James W. drug and simultaneously it was
vert was announcer. Both win- leased and publis
tee,
and
Mrs.
Hugh Cherry, J
hed exclusively
v to be a!year of increasGresham, William Pool, Monroe made available through Barnes
ner and runner-up were award- in this paper.
manager of the canteen.
difficulties throughout
hospital. (AP Wirephoto).
Coleman, Jr., Lawrence
ed $10 cash prizes by the Louis*
*
E.
*
Commi
ttee
chair
men
named
rid, according to a stateSmith, Oda Hale Pierce, Clarence
for 1944 include Mesdames Pep- ville Courier-Journal.
Clinton Davis, USN, is visitued this week by SecreH. Chapel, Kermit Hill, Carl H.
Entrie
s
were Glenn Diane, ing his parents
per, Wilson, Ingram and Cherry
and other relaAgriculture Claude WickWilliamson, Robert 0. Drennan,
in their same capacities, Mrs. R. Cobb; Ralph White, Friendship; tives in Fredonia.
James R. Ausenbaugh, Leonard
Oda
Annis
Riley,
Crider; Irene
B. Ratliff and Mary Wilson Eld* * *
ause of growing needs for
R. Smith, Thomas E. Murphey,
red, co-chairmen of the house Smith, Princeton; James Walter
Sergeant and Mrs. Victor Paul
eel forces and for liberRufus M. Powell, Edwin P.
Purdy
,
White
School
; June Sher- Geiser are the guests
committee; Mrs. R. B. Ratliff,
eas, and the pressure of
of her
Franklin, Harry 'I'. Patterson,
man for publicity; and Hil- rils, Fredonia; Betty Blackburn, father, Shell Spickard,
civilian purchasing powTotal Subscribed Wed- chair
and othand James E. Porter.
Flatrb
ck;
Dorla
Jean
lery Barnett, Harny—Long,, VirStallins, er relatives here this
may be characterized by
week.
Claude Gaither, for general
nesday Noon Was
ginia McCaslin, Mildred Bag- Lewistown; Betty Holt, Dulaney; Sgt. Geiser is being
scarcities for some foods
Army service; Theophilus Scott,
shaw, Kendall Bryant, Cleo In- Eleanor Ann Jones, Eastside; from Kansas to Texas.transferred
Boy Scouts, Cubs and adult
was 1943," Mr. Wickard
$301
,675, Report
In Princeton, plans are being limited service, and Herbert
gram, Rumsey Taylor and Mar- Kenneth Hall, Nabb; Doris Row* * *
leaders of the Three Rivers Dis- made
Hoover Frazier, Navy, were
land, Flatrock; Georgia Phelps,
to celebrate the
Caldwell county passed its tha Schultz, entertainmen
t com- Scottsburg;
Master Sergeant Addie Vanincreased demands will trict will join with other mem- Boy Scout anniversary annual Negroes accepted.
Armit
a
Coope
with
$280,0
mittee
r,
a
00
Lib.
quota
in the Fourth War
leer, colored, of Ft. Bragg, N.
, Wickard said, further bers of the movement through- ceremonial at which
Those inducted in the Navy
erty, and Myrtle Cook, Crider.
C.,
the charter
Opening
retired Dec. 1, 1943. He served
lion of the food produc- out the United States in cele- for the new Scout
left this week for training cent- Loan Saturday, Dr. W. L. Cash, eration onlyin July and in opTroop
sponSatur
campaign chairman, reported
days and Sunon
ttern from livestock prod- bration of Boy Scout Week which sored by Ogden Memor
expedi
tions
in
Old
ers,
and
while
New
Retail Merchants To
Army inducteers will
ial Methodays, the USO
Mexico. He has served at Ft.
crops that can be used begins Tuesday, Feb. 8 and con- dist Church will be
have a minimum of 21 days in Monday morning and daily news- 1,350 regist center has served
ered service men, Elect New Officers
papers
Henni
throu
y for human consumption, tinues through Monday, Feb. 14. Trice Yates is Scout presented.
ng,
ghout
Ga.,
Kentu
and
cky
was
(Pleas
at
Ft.
e turn to Back Page)
master and
gave this community good pub- 700 of whom have guests at SunBoy Scout Week marks the J. D.
Elbert McCaslin, acting presi- Bragg, N. C., at the time of his
cereals, beans, peas, soyAlexander, assistant. The
day
dinner
served
s
by
licity
group
34th
s of dent of the Princeton Retail Mer- retirement. Sgt. Vanleer was
on success of bond sales
anniversary of the found- charter has
and vegetables.
not been received
here. Wednesday the total sub- the First Baptist, Catholic, Christ- chants Association, has
livestock numbers and pro- ing of the movement in America. here as yet,
called a born in Princeton, and has relaMr.
Yates
ian,
said
Centra
l
Presby
scribe
terian
Since
d
,
Metho
for
February 8, 1910, more Wednesday, but
- meeting of members of that tives here.
n the prospect is clear," he
was $301,675, or
has been promisdist
and
Cumbe
rland
$21,67
Presby
5
than
* * *
more
11,400
ter,000 men and boys ed in time for
than the quota.
organization for 7 o'clock Thurs. "It is simply not posthe celebration,
Dr. Cash reported the Stand- ian churches.
day night, Feb. 3, at the Wood
under any feed-production have been actively identified scheduled tentatively
Corporal William P. Morgan,
for SunSenior hostesses enrolled total Drug
ard Oil Company, through
with Scouting. The present-day day night,
m that might be adopte
Store, at which new of- of Princeton, assigned to the
its
Feb. 13.
d,
agent, Hugh Cherry, had allocat- 165 and the girls' service unit ficers for _1944 wUl be
ntaM the present livestock active enrollment is in excess of
Troop No. 39, Alton Templeelected. guards' section of the headOld
Town Board Mem- ed $2,000 of its War Bond pur- unit includes 65 young women. A full attendance is urged.
lion. Undoubtedly the 1,575,000 Scouts, Cubs and adult ton Scoutmaster,
quarters squadron at Lurinburgis planning an
chases
here.
.,reduction will take place volunteer leaders.
Maxton Army Air Base, Maxton,
bers Named To Fill Noentertainment, to which
all
Sales were continuing briskly,
The birthday will be observed Scouts
N.
C., has been authorized to
of the district, Cubs and
Elect
ion Vacancies
Dr. Cash said, and the campaign
wear the Motor Vehicle Award.
Mary Magurean, Mr. Wat- in every city and town in the Scouters are to be invite
d,
someRay Blackburn, L. T. Waffling- will be continued through Feb* * *
. Percy Pruitt, Mrs. Sid Nation and in hundreds of vil- time during National
Boy Scout
ield and members of the lages and hamlets as well.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. W. Morton, Jim Ray, Ed Harman and ruary 15, closing day of the
Week.
Fourth War Loan period throug
gan, West Main street, Corporal
f the Sub-Experiment
hC. V. Yandell have been ap- out
StaDepredations and law viola- attend
the Nation.
core are to serve as in- BROOKS TO DELIVER
ing the Methodist Church Morgan was a mechanic and
pointe
d
truste
es
of the town
Princeton and the county thus tions which have amounted to
city policeman here before he
is in the project, with ADDR
ESS TO SCOUTS
board of Fredonia by County again kept in the top ranks
a minor crime wave here of late Wednesday night, Jan. 26, and entered the servic
.y Agent J. F. Graham
e. He operated
of
and
suffer
ed
loss
may
of
Kentu
his gasoline ra- a motorcycle shop
have been checked this
cky counties in War Bond
Judge Herman L. Stephens, efDemonstration Agent AT MARION FEB. 13
and
week
purcha
by activities of law en- tion book, a pair of pliers, and member of the Princeton was a
ses, never having failed
fective January 26.
Scrugham acting in adMotorRev. Charles P. Brooks. pastor
capacity, the school primThe appointment was made in to oversubscribe quotas assigned. forcenaent officers, Judge Her- license registration form. Hicker- cycle Club. His wife, Gretchen,
of the First Christian Church,
State purchases rase to $34,690,- man L. Stephens said Wednes- son
said.
reside
respon
s
se
in
to
a
Maxto
petiti
n.
on
Princ
signed
implic
eton,
ated Richard Coleman
by
Fredonia,
and J. F. Graham, chairman of
* * *
37 representative citizens of 157 as Garrard and Caldwell day, after preliminary hearings as lookout during
the theft, and
the organization and extension
counties went over the top. Ral- which resulted in six youths and
County Instructors Will Fredonia and
T-4 George 0. Lowey, former
was
both
necess
were
ary
beheld to the grand
committee for the Three Rivers
one
lies
man
were
being
planned Wednesday at
held to the grand jury.
cause of failure to elect a
resident of 201 N. Seminary St.,
Share $14,780.77
Boy Scouts district, will go to
jury in bonds of $100 each.
town board at the regular elect- Carlisle and Cynthiana.
Hickerson is alleged to have was awarded the Good Conduct
Marion Sunday night, Feb. 13,
Billy
(By Associated Press)
Report
Patton
ed
,
to
Rober
be well over their
t Thomas, told the court he sold
ion last November. The petition
Mr. Eison's Medal at Hearn General Hospital,
where Mr. Brooks will deliver
Gwendil Neighbors and Red
quota although
The proposed $3,000,000 defi- was first sent to Gov. S.
gasoline coupons to R. B. Hard- Palm Beach, Fla., Jan. 28. He is
S. available are: figures were not Ramage, juvenile
the principal address at an obreside
Willis,
Marshall county,
nts of rick, who was given
ciency appropriation to boost the
who forwarded it to
a member of the Medical Deservance of National Boy Scout
Judge Stephens here, since the E. A. Thompson, chairman; Liv- the county, are charged with ing trial and held an examin- tachment on duty at this
urgical Dressings
Army
to the grand
Week, to be held in the Metho- 'pay of 18,000 Kentucky school law now
house
ingsto
breaki
n
ng.
county
,
They
John
are
said jury in $100 bond Tuesday.
Hospital, formerly the famous
provides such vacancies
Quarterteachers would be divided among
dist Church there.
roiect Needs All
shall be filled by the county mous, chairman; Trigg county, to have admitted entering Urey
Judge Stephens said he ex- Breakers Hotel. He was inducted
school districts on a basis of apjudge, for cities of the fifth and John Street, chairman, and Lewis Cook's residence, near Friend- pected to hold a
orkers On Job
proximately $4.17 a pupil, Dr.
court of in- into the Army in October, 1942,
ship
county
school
,
;
the
Lelan
Cummi
Toba
d
sixth
ns
Cook,
cco
at EvanSville, Ind. In civilian life
Price
Servic
classes
Hold
s
e quiry Thursday in an effort
.
chairman.
Up W. J. Moore, State education firk is progressing
to
Station, Newsom's store and a
Each of those appointed was a
well at Well
develop charges against other he was employed by Illinois
nance
direct
Hopki
At
or,
nsvil
report
boxcar at the depot here. They
le
urgical Dressing room, but
ed this member of the old
Central Railroad Co., in Chicago.
suspects in law violat
town board,
• will have to be
were
arrested
Dark Fired tobacco sales on week.
Judge
• • •
by Highway during recent weeks ions here
kept
.
Latest school census of 717,892 serve Stephens said. They will
Hicker
ays, Wednesdays and filled the Hopkinsville auction floors
son,
Patro
lman Delmar Shortt and Colem
Thurs
an and Hgrdrick were ar- - Pvt. Sam Koltinsky has repupils would work out at that electi until the next regular
each week if Prince - totaled 255,015 pounds Monda
0.
E.
Allen, railway detective.
on, in November of this
y, figure, Dr. Moore
ton
rested by City Police Officers ported to Keesler Field, a unit of
S are to do their
explained, so year.
Harold Hickerson is reported
share of setting an average of $22.97 a
Williard Milstead and Millard the Army Air Forces Training
to have confessed entering
important war wok, Mrs. hundred. Receipts totaled $58,- that a school district with 100
Command, to begin training as
the Cummins, the latter acting
The Weather Man greeted
as
automobile of John Euel Eison,
Sparks, chairman, said 572.29. The Dark Fired market pupils would receive $417 as its
special night officer pending the a pre-aviation cadet. The son of
Mr. Groundhog with a foreshare
ay.
to
be
divide
among
who
d
parke
its
d
his car nearby while filling of a
was reported generally steady
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Koltinsky,
vacancy.
cast of "Increasing clouditeachers.
Febniary quota
today.
Eddyville Road, Pvt. Koltinsky
ness and warmer" here WedCaldw
ell
ed and is t xice has been
coun
ty
teache
rs
HOUS
EWIV
Burley movement on the HopES CAN GET
will spend 28 days here before
as lagie,aa
nesday morning . . . and the
ftlltretriii- The laSt. three içlnsvillè Thdi'k
was 3311,836 wcaxl,d divide. $8,349 44, _Lir 1,998.
going to a college or university
5__P_OUNDS OF—SUGAR -little furry animal- depentred
pupils
Prince
;
teache
5. and Mrs.
ton
rs
would
pounds
averag
$41.95
,
e. Money
-for five month-a or funheil—W
Sparks
upon by old-timers to give
share $5,779.42 for 1,383 pupils,
ork
that all whoa—possibl re- totaled $142,558.71.
FOR EARLY CANNING
preparatory to becoming an
y can
Princeton Selected As
a reliable portent regarding
and Fredonia teachers, $651.91
air
for work as
cadet.
their
To
help
take
care
an
of
the
early
needs
gently needed
for 156 pupils, according to the
Spring or a long,
of
Site For 11th Dist• • •
to
get
the
Cade
Fetze
J.
t
H.
hard
house
r
wives
winter
census
who wish to can
figures given.
on a current
could see no
Elks' Party Nets $245, /Gene Young, son of Raleigh
basis.
rict Tournament
shadow
The measure affects some 18,here
early fruit, sugar stamp No. 40
where
he
January,
Killed In Air Crash
Young, Princeton, left Friday
emerg
ed,
in
000 teachers, and Democratic
for
Of 53,400 shipment was
After dropping a loosely played
accordance with
Total Here Above
in Book 4 has been made valid
Ft. Benjamin Harrison,
bandages cornNews has been received here Senator Roy McDonald,
custo
m
(and
Ind.,
superstition)
Cadiz game at Dawson Springs Monfor five pounds of sugar for
during the last three of the death Janua
where
he reported for duty in
$780, Chairman Says
ry 16, in an school superintendent, expressed
from his hole early that
• This is the
home-canning, Feb. 1 through
the Army Air Corps, for
day night by the top heavy score
fourth ship- air accident of Aviation Cadet hope it would "attra
morning. So, those who take
which
Princeton and Caldwell counsent from
ct back 3,000
Feb. 28, OPA announced this
he
was
Princeton since C. Bowman Fetzer, 23, son of of the best qualif
stock in Mr. G. H., and his
ied teachers," of 52 to 28, Butler High's Tigers
ty over-subscribed their quota He is a accepted last February.
Peal Dressing room
week.
This
will
be
the
only
graduate of Butler High
open- Mr, and Mrs. J. H. Fetzer, who left the profession for better are hard at work
predictions, are looking for
this week prestamp issued this season for buy- mOre than 50 percent in the
'IF a Year and a half
ago. Shreveport, La., and great- paying jobs.
an- School in the class of 1943, and
a long growing season, greatparing far the Marion Blue Tertotal of 1,000
ing
sugar
for
home-c
has
anniti
been
g.
nual
Adnephe
hours
Infantile Paralysis camemployed in Evansville
w of Mrs. J. D. Miller,
was
ly desired by Food-For-VictThe money is to be distributed rors, who come here Friday
by workers
ditional amounts will be made
the last several months.
ory gardeners.
Of Januar during the Mrs. Frank Ashby, Mrs. Scobie among the school district on the night for a contest on the home
available later on application to paign, Billie T. Gresham, chair• • • •
y and 16,217 Alexander and
Thoma
Mrs.
s basis of school population and floor which promises to
tes Were made.
local boards. The five pounds man, reported Monday morning
be as
At the pre-flight school of
Laws, of Caldwell county. Cadet Senator McDonald estimated
the
heated as most Princeton-Marion Boy Scouts To Gath
it
teeri who contri
obtain
able through use of Stamp with a total of more than $780 San Antonio Aviati
er
buted 12 Getzer was to have been grad- would mean an average of $20 tussels of the past.
on Cadet
.01' more were:
40 will be part of the total
in
hand
Center
and
,
credit
are
Mrs. Mattie uated and conunissioned in about more a month for teachers.
due
alfor
Pape
greetWilli
r Friday, Feb. 11
am B.. GranPickens, ineligible because of
1, Se; Miss
lowance for the 1944 canning ing cards containing money
Annie Mc- two weeks. The plane crashed in
sent staff, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Boy Scouts, working :;nder di- season.
scholastic difficulties, for the
53: Mrs.
to President Roosevelt on his L. Granstaff, S. Semin
Brad Lacy, 44; a night training flight at Ellingary
Dawson Springs game, is expect- rection of. Scoutmasters Alton
attie Dudley,
birthday. The quota was $500.
an!,! William C. Laverty, son St.,
41; Mrs.
ton Field, Louisiana. Cadet Fet- Low-Priced Garments
ed to be back in uniform for the Templeton and Trice Yates, will
of
rkholder, 40; Mrs. W. J. zer was prominent
Receip
Mrs.
ts
of
the
Rober
Elks'
Civil
t
party,
athele
ians'
Lavert
tic
in
Butte
y,
collect
On
r Ration
East Main
Way To Stores
C.
scrap paper for war salFriday night clash and to add
, 40; Mrs.
held Saturday night, were $245, St. They are among the
W. C. Haydon, at L.S.U. His twin brother is
vage
Washington, Feb. 1 — Low- considerable strength to the
Friday, Feb. 11, W. H. Half Pound Less
• Rumsey
net, Mr. Gresham said. The there, receiving traini 54 cadets
In '44
Morgan, chairman of this camng designRays, 34; Taylor, 35; Mrs. First Lt. John H. Fetzer, Jr., priced textile yard goods and home team, Coach Cox said.
clubrooms were filled to capacity ed to mold them
(By Associated Press)
Mrs. Fred Pick - pursuit pilot in England.
into Army Air
paign,
said Monday. House- ,Washingto
Princeton has been selected,
garments, in short supply during
32; Mrs. L. A. Northi
for
grimes
n—Civ
,
dancing, music and Forces pilots.
ilians will renga dispute over price and pro- by vote of the participating keepers are urged to place paper ceive about one-ha
Mrs. F. T.
• • •
lf pound less other entertainment features. ReLinton, 32; Rotary Club President
duction policies, were reported schools, to be host to the 11th in receptacles in front of their of butter per
• J Lowry,
freshm
ents
were donated and
capita
Corpor
this
30; Mrs. Hugh
al
year
Edwin
Nichols, for
homes
at
Distri
the
today
curb,
ct
to be moving to retail
tournament, which will
or on porches, than last under the
Jr, 28;
War Foocl sold, proceeds 'going to the fund. 18 months stationed in North
shelves in quantity now.
be played the latter part of this easily accessible for the Scouts. Administrati
5, 27; Mrs. Miss Bertie Speaks On "Work Pile"
Previo
us
on
a
benefi
Africa
alloca
t
basketball
, arrived Wednesday for
tion for
Allison Akin,
Gordon Lisanby, president of
Both War Production Board month, Mr. Cox said Tuesday. Collection will be made in State 1944. This year's
,
William Larkirm,
per capita sup- game between the squads of a visit with -his family. He .
24; the Princeton Rotary Club, was and Office of Price Administra- The district ha been reduced and City trucks with the Scouts ply of 12,1
is
i loodivin, 24;
Butler
High
and
pound
marrie
Trigg
s
d to the former
County
compares
Mrs. W. principal speaker at Wednesday's tion sources said "considerable this year to include only Fre- receiving proceeds from sale of with
Lois
neeted
a
''''1:""g. 22; Mrs. Henry regula
the waste paper, Mr. Morgan pound 1935-39 average of 16.8 about $40, coin boxes placed White, and they have a fifteenr meeting of the Kiwanis progress" had been made in the donia, Cobb and Butler teams.
42; miss
town took in another $40, months old
s and with sixteen pounds
Mary Craig, Club. He presented a program Past two weeks toward adequate
daught
Playing at Eddyville, the local said.
• R. S.
I bath 1941 and 1942.
the women's canvass yielded $270 son of Mr. and Mrs. er. He is a
Gregor- 18; Mrt for'a post-war "Work Pile,"
Fred Nichols,
Tigers trimmed the host teem
produc
tion
low-coat
of
infant
cals'
and the Capitol Theater drew Route 2, and
'
R tliff. 18; Mrs. L. R.
was the first selecWa- culated to help absorb the shock and children's garments, work that bears the same name last Ace In 15
rn, IR, Mrs.
donation aggrevating $173.75, Mr. tee from Caldw
ohn
Minut
Yande
es
ll
Name
d
Boyd
ell county.
Gresham said.
". R. L. Granit Wade, of returning aerVice men and clothing, bed sheets and other Thursday night, 26 to 24.
• • •
Allied Headquarters, Algiers— New Highway Patrolman
e?, la; women who will be seeking em- textiles which have been scarce
E.'Lester, 15; Miss
JSerg
Durin
eant
Sunday
g
and
's
specta
cular air
John Yandell, former city 4 Mr.
Mrs. M. Todd
Mary ployment. The American Legion to non-existent in United States
At Wood Drug
and Mrs. Randolph Hutch- Yates spent last
Eldred, 14;
battles over northern Italy, Capt. police officer, has
weekend with
been appoint- inson and little daughter,
14; Mrs. Mrs. Bernard and the 'United States Chamber stores.
4 Char116 Elder, formerly em- Hershe
his
Mida
A.
parent
ll
s,
H.
Green
Mr.
L.
,
23,
and
blue-eyed ed a highway patrolman and as- Roe',
Wilson, of Commerce, as national or. Clifton
ployed by Koltinsky's grocery, fighte
of Henderson, spent last Yates, Madisonville Mrs. A. P.
pilot
r
Carter, 13; Mrs. ganizations, have ,united with
from
Mayfie
ld, Ky., sumed his duties last week. He week
street. Sgt.
Mrs. Carlton Linton, Paducah, has accepted a position at
-end with his mother, Mrs. Yates is
14Teheval, 12; Mn.
Wood's became an ace within the space is assigned
stationed at Cherry
John Rotary International and Kiwanis Spent several days with Mrs. T. Drug Store and
to this distrkt, re- E. R. Hutchinson anti
assumed his •new of 15 minutes or so, by shooti
her
broPoint,
North
Caroli
placin
na,
g Ross Lockhart, resigned ther, Clifto
ng
International in this 'program.
here last week.
SimonsI.
duties last Thursday.
n Pruett and Mrs. is the former Frances Mrs. Yates
down six enemy planes.
last fall.
Gatlin, of
Pruett.
Murray.
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Caldwell Again
Over Bond Quota

Three Rivers Boy Scouts
To Celebrate Anniversary

Judge Appoints
Fredonia Trustees
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Some Sidelights On
The Frankfort Scene
Tendency to block Governor Willis in
budgesome of his proposals, to increase
tary appropriations in some instances and
to initiate legislation not recommended by
the Chief Executive is beginning to manifest itself in the State Legislature.
This is in no way surprising. It is the
same tendency manifested in Congress
toward the President; and, while the Democratic majority is taking the lead at Frankfort in refreshingly new independence of
the executive, it is a combination of Republicans and anti-New Deal members who
are setting the pace at Washington.
There should be no great alarm in either
case; for we are in a period when changes
are coming, thick and fast. And, whereas
during the decade now ended "The Old
Order" gave way to -"The New Deal," it is
the latter's turn now to move into the
limbo. Even the President has asked that
his early slogan be forgotten in favor of
"Win the War".
So it is in Kentucky, where Judge Willis,
the candidate, promised too much and has
already learned a little of how ignorant he
was of the gigantic task he faces now ...
and, perhaps, has come to some faint realization of how impossible it is to accomplish
miracles as Governor, even when war helps
tide him in his indecision and the people,
avidly hoping for many benefits, wait more
patiently than is their wont.
A business leader in Princeton, who by
•his earne.st and long continuing work for
every good thing in the comniunity has won
the respect of all citizens here, recently declared the people should rise up and demand the ousting of men who promised
what they could not or did not perform in
public office. He said he meant Roosevelt,
Willis, Dewey or anybody else guilty of
this political trick.
Seldom, we think, are the people fooled
greatly by campaign pledges; nor do we
condemn the new Governor for reversing
himself on one, failing to make good on
others. We knew when he made them he
could not fulfill them and so pointed out in
these columns. But the people wanted a
change; so they have something new. Now
let them measure what they have against
what went before, and find sitisfaction if
they can.
Governor Willis appears dilatory, in addition to being naive, in the business of
government. He has a pleasing manner,
good appearance and a fine sense of humor.
Men and women instinctively like him; and
he means well. Whether he will make any
real contribution to progress in Kentucky,
in the fateful period during which he has
been elected to serve, remains to be seen.
From portents shown in the recent developments at Frankfort and from what we
know or can guess about what lies ahead
for him in the remaining days of this session of the Legislature, it does not appear
he can do many of the major things he so
blithely promised when he was a candidate.
Certainly he will spend several millions
of dollars more in this biennium than did
his predecessor, whom he charged with
gross waste and extravagance. Equally evident is the fact that he cannot discharge
enough "useless" State employes to save
any part of the money he needs to balance
his budget.
It is highly probable the State institutions
will not Yeceive the improvements they so
greatly need and which they were getting
under Keen Johnson. And even the school
folk, who have profited most thus far under Governor Willis' administration, are
beginning to understand that they may not
be so well off, proportionately, in the next
4 years or show as much progress, as they
were and did from 1939 to 1943.
The Democratic leaders in the State Senate and House know, from experience, about
what can be accomplished by "Men of Good
Will" who are versed in the business of
government. Especially is this true of Harry
Lee Waterfield, speaker of the House, and
Earle C. Clements, majority leader of'the
Senate. They and able fellow workers are
seeking to develop a program for Kentucky
which will meet the extremely taxing
exigencies of the hour.
It is to the Democratic majorities in the
General Assembly therefore that we look
for such progressive,steps as may be taken
this year toward keeping Kentucky in the
vanguard of the war effort and in preparing the State and its people for the gravely serious post-war period which lies ahead.
NA Amendment Seeks
To Prevent Monopoly
The TVA amendment bill, introdtted in
the Kentucky Legislature last week by
Senator Ray Moss, is going to set oft tme
pretty fireworks at Frankfort before the

fight is over; and every Kentuckian has a
stake in the outcome.
Statements at considerable variance appeared over the weekend from TVA headquarters and R. M. Watt, president of Kentucky .Utilities Company, regarding what
is intended by the bill and what it would
do if passed in its present form.
TVA experts said the amendment to th&
act would "prohibit public ownership" of
electric and other utilities and create a
monopoly. Careful perusal of a brochure
published by K. U. does not convey this.
What the bill seeks to do is to provide
some protection_ for the hundreds, even
thousands, of citizens who have invested
their money in utility stock, so that when
TVA comes in with its new power, properties of the utility will not De sold at great
loss.
Those old enough to remember the Muscle
Shoals project during the first World War,
the many millions of dollars dumped into
its development and then the slacking off
of activity when the Republicans took
charge at Washington under Hoover, will
not wish to take a chance of a repetition
of this in the case of the Gilbertsville Dam.
In other words, should Roosevelt be defeated this summer, the huge project on
the lower Tennessee might never be completed, its use might be greatly curtailed
because of inadequate funds, the recreational program outlined upon a vast scale might
never be realized ... and large investments
of public moneys would be wasted. Then, if
K. U. had departed, where would this section
be for power?
The proposed amendment seems to subgiven opportunity to' purchase existing
properties in a given community, based upon
replacement value, earnings and cost less
depreciation. It would prevent virtual foreclosure of K. U. plants in the TVA area if
and when a community decided to put in its
own electric power plant. Municipalities are
given opportunity to purchase existing
power plants in the same manner which
privately owned utilities now can buy such
property: If the amendment goes beyond
this, our reading of the bill is faulty.
The whole thing boils down to whether
the people of Kentucky desire a monopoly
of power to rest in the possession of either
the utilities or TVA ... and we do not think
this would be healthy or beneficial in any
way.
Kentucky needs, for the war emergency
and, even more, for the postwar era, all the
power she can get ... until it is established that there is an over-abundance.
One of the most vital steps the State
should take is immediate and forceful action
looking toward retaining wartime plants
and attracting new industries. If Kentucky
is to go forward, her industries must increase. Abundant electric power is necessary.
Let us not grant a monopoly to any
agency, private or federally sponsored, in
the matter of providing power.
GOP Blunder Will Kick Back
When Republican congressmen last week
greeted the President's request for legislation to permit voting by men and women in
the armed forces with boos and guffaws
they committed a blunder which will constitute perfect ammunition for their Democratic foes in this summer's political campaigning.
Never has Congress witnessed a more
disgraceful exhibition in history of the
legislative branch of the government and,
unless all signs fail, the GOP will rue the
ugly episode.
Indeed the belated Republican rush to get
aboard the President's federal ballot bill
this week can salvage but little of the recently budding GOP prestige in Congress
where latterly it has appeared likely Republicans would hold sway after this year's
elections.
For, while developments in the war will
undoubtedly play a big part in deciding the
presidential contest come November, it is a
foregone conclusion that men and women
in the combat forces will resent the Republican disrespect shown their commanderin-chief when he sought to obtain for them
their right to vote in the election which
will decide who the commander-in-chief will
be next year.
U. S. munitions output for 1943 was 85
percent above the 1942 figure.
1111
Meat consumption in German-occupied
Holland has declined from an average of a
pound and three-quarters a week before
the war to two and one-half ounces a week.
11111
Some snakes have ,heat receptors that
enable them to detect the presence of warmblooded animals and to strike and kill in
total darkness.
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Only because a large ceiling fan
in the Presbyterian Annex was running its best speed Were parents and
other adults able to stay there while
the Cubs put on their Pack program
for January . . . Somehow churches
always are too hot; and, according
to visiting musicians, their pianos
are always out of tune.
The Cubs put on a minstrel, offered instrumental music and exhibited instruments they had made
. . . The project for the month was
"Music". We had trouble at our
house because Jackie, embarrassed
over not being able to play "Good
Night Ladies" on Bill Sparks'
French-harp, almost backed out.
Solely because there were five
Scouts present and working, recognition of the tunes played was possible, even easy, in spots.
Doubt arose in this publisher's
mind the other day as to how much
help the new automatic press is when
he suddenly realized that three adult
workers, himself included, were
spending a good deal of time standing around watching it.
111111
Carl Sparks, Scout district chairman, was late at the Pack meeting.
With best intentions, he said, he was
delayed because a man from another
county came to his place right after supper wanting to buy a bull
. . . and of course, Carl had a bull
for sale.
J. P. "Hump" Tanner, understudy
to Red Roberts on that famous
Centre College football team and
more recently an employe of the
State Division of Purchases, was in
our town last week .. . selling soap.
He is now associated with Frank
Tanner, assistant director of the
same State agency until December
31, with headquarters in Louisville.
When Frank and Hump told me

Odd But Scienc

Math Experts Are
Bothered By Lice
By Howard W. Blekeslee
Associated Press Features
New York.—Some medical workers
in England, whose jobs included caring for people with head lice, counted the lice on 461 patients. There
were 7,442 on that number of heads.
Some English mathematicians applied some new insect mathematics
to this information.
The mathematics, which included
some logarithms, showed that among
the 461 there should be 107.15 heads
with only one louse. Actually there
were 106 one-louse heads.
The mathematics showed also
there should be 203.24 heads with
10 lice or less. The count showed
there were 304 of these 10-louse
heads.
The louse figures were only one
of a set of many different calculations about the numbers of insects existing in various unwanted
places, mainly in agricultural crops.
The new mathematics seems to have
a practical use for agriculture, because it predicts, from a few samples,
the proportionate numbers of insects
that will be found. Knowing the
numbers to expect, the farmers and
entomologists are better able to get
rid of the insects.
The mathematical nopulation
studies of insects are the work of
Prof. R. A. Fisher of the Galion
Laboratory, London University, Dr.
C. B. Williams of Rothamsted Experimental Station and Dr. A. Steven
Corbet, Natural History Museum,
London. Their feats are described in
Monthly Sctence News.

In Frankfort recently they were going into the soap business, I thought
it was a joke, since everybody else
connected with the Johnson administration has heard quite enough about
soap selling to last a lifetime. But
not the Tanner boys (no kin)! Hump
said while here the investigation
merely proved to them what a good
business they'd been passing up.
Her Pocketbook
Comfortably seated in the train
With air absorbed and very vain,
She opened wide her pocketbook
And on her lap she slowly shook
A comb, some gum, a bit of rouge
A clipping from the Daily News,
Some hairpins stuck into a net
A bright green manicuring set,
A fcuntain pen, a safety pin,
Some soda mints and aspirin,
A handkerchief, some perfume too
A pair of gloves, some stockings new,
Some lipstick and a mirror fine,
Some black to help the eyebrow line.
She looked them over one by one
Touched up her lips, when this was
done;
She looked „again and oh! despair
Her railroad ticket wasn't there!
This "spoiled and soft" younger
generation is making this no-longeryoung reporter and a lot of guys like
him ashamed of themselves. Take
Sgt. Tommy Fletcher, of Columbus,
Ohio, for example. Tommy has been
on 35 combat missions in a bomber.
He was released the other day because he is only 16; but says he's
going right back in when he hits 18.
A lot of us who were in WW No. 1
and who thought, pre-Pearl Harbor,
that .the kids were too self-centered
and too easy going ever to make
soldiers are now eating crow . . .
and properly so, on account of
numerous good
youngsters
like
Tommy.
Save the grease in the frying pan
Don't put paper in the garbage can,
Flatten all tins and remove the label
Buy more War Bonds, if you're able.
(Ex.).
Columbia, Tennessee, which claims
to be the largest outdoor mule
market in the world, not long ago
held a mule parade, headed by the
Governor.—Ex.
1111
Mrs. ,Dixie Vivian, whose 81st
birthday came the same day as the
President's 62nd, celebrated by attending the Elks' party for benefit of
infantile paralysis sufferers ... and
when it was over, was much livelier
than some of the customers onefourth her age.
From 'way out West a friend sends
the following story, typical of the
sort folk who live elsewhere think
reflect our way of life in the Bluegrass state:
Down in the Kentucky mountains,
where the potency and plentitede of
spirituous liquors lie not entirely
within the scope of government
scarcity and rationing, a magician
charmed the populace with many
wonderful feats of legerdemain.
Midway in his performance, he advanced to the front of the stage and
said, "For my next trick I will require a small flask of whisky. Will
some gentleman in the audeiroye accommodate me with the loan of a
pint flask?"
There was no response. The magician repeated the request, but there
was still no answer. Just when he
was about to give up, a man down
front called out, "Would a quart do?"
"Yes, indeed," replied the performer.
Whereupon the theater was filled
with outstretched
hands holding
quarts of liquor!

BE RATIONED
RATIONING TROU13LE TO
handle them and to
By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
Washington.—Within a few weeks,
country will start
banks all over the
ration tokbillion
two
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The token idea was
Administration al'Office of Price
ration point
most as soon as the
way. For
stamp system was under
around as inkicked
was
it
a time
system
advisable; but as the stamp
some
spread, it became apparent
simplification had to be found.
stamps
The sorting and counting of
become a
by dernnominations have
more than
burden that costs grocers
discovered
$35,000,000 a year. It was
change tokens
that by inaugurating
the counand only 10-point stamps,
number of
try could reduce the .
percent
stamps in circulation by 60
issue
every
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$1,500,000
save
and
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ration
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But once OPA had decided to
began.
tokens the 'real headaches
there
WPB informed them that
was
wasn't any usable metal. It
impossible
found it would be almost
wouldn't be
to design a token that
confused with money or tokens issued in all designs by private companies in nearly every city and by
some states.
After weeks of huddling with experts, the material selected was fiberboard, also used in the war effort
but possibly obtainable in sufficient
quantities. At first a square token
with rounded corners seemed best.
But it was found that there are no
counting machines in existence which

hand caul
can
the tokens would be no improve
ment over the stamp system. T
they couldn't be made the size ct
nickels or pennies or even dimes
fear that they would be used
vending machines and turnstiles.
vending machine people and tr
companies were up in arms ag
the token idea from the first.
The first best bet seemed to
them larger than nickels and snis
than quarters, but the fiberbo
just couldn't be allocated.
turned up eventually was d to'
slightly smaller than a dime
.05 of an inch in thickness. It
be red and blue, in colors br
enough to be spotted if there La
attempt to use it in turnstiles
juke boxes or vending machines.
With this final decision, Dirt
Chester Bowles and his OPA
to breathe a little easier. Some I
mire still being expressed that tot
will be mis-used but not much. T
ens are too valuable in obtai
iood to be thrown away in
vending machines or coin boxes.
There was some fear exp
too, that they•would be easily
erfeitable, but WPB has its tinge
most of the nation's fiberboard
to obtain it through black mar
would be so costly that counter'.
ing would be unprofitable.
It is expected that there will
some trading in tokens, but
most of it will be back fence
and in the long run no way
to rationing as- a whole.
It is believed here now that
the major bugs have been taken
of the token system, but you
see for yourself what a deal
taking it did on one of the goi
ment's simplest war Ventures.

WHAT IT MEANS

RECORD INDIVIDUAL SAVINGS
By Alexander R. George
Associated Press Features
Washington— Although American
e
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cwoanvseumeefrsa paerned in
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kig
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rd
into savings billions of dollars more
than they ever saved in the history
of this rich country.
The Department of Commerce estimates that the savings of individuals
this year will run close to 36 billion
dollars. (Income for 1943 is figured
at 126 billions and consumer expenditures at 90 billions.) Individual savings amounted to 26.9 billions in 1942
and 13.6 billions in 1941.
Never before 1941 did the annual
savings exceed 10 billions. The average for the previous decade was less
than -5 billions.
Government economists figure that
from 35 to 45 billion dollars in individuals' savings of currency, bank
deposits and government bonds are
owned by consumers with incomes
of less than $10,000 a year. Since
the below-$10,000 group constitutes
the bulk of the market for goods and
services, these savings provide a
huge reservoir of purchasing power
in addition to income earned after
the war.
This reservoir can turn out to be
either a powerful bulwark for postwar prosperity or a powder keg of
inflation.
If business is able to expand production and keep employment levels
fairly high after the war, this resorvoir of purchasing power can benefit
consumers as well as producers. The
resulting wages and other income
payments to consumers would provide buying power for a large
volume of goods without dipping
heavily into savings.

There is danger, however,
because of these expendable r
the over-all demand for goods
exceed the supply—possibly its.
a spiral of runaway prices w
would mean a serious infla
Therefore, business and gove
authorities consider it vitally
portant that the change from wa:
civilian prochiction be made qw
so civilians can get in suff
quantity the goods they want
Normally, people save money
one or more of three main pur
1. Investment to yield a retire
which will supplement incc
from other sources.
2. Planned future spending whin
for various reasons cannot be
made convenicntly out of in.
come.
3.9tainy day" savings to met
emergencies which might re
suit in loss of income or el.
traordinary expenses.
Economists say that the '
day" motive has been the most
portant factor in the accumu
of wartime savings. Many people
that their jobs will not be too
or that their present high in
too good to last in the unce
period after the war.
Civilians, of course, will
their money for new automo
refrigerators, washing machine
the replacement of other goods
have worn out during the war.
Some, however, will be hen
about dipping deeply into
savings. The postwar optimists
the economists are counting on
Yankee caution to put the b
on a spending splurge that
lead to inflation.

HOLLYWOOD

SUSPECTS "VOICE" REALLY HAS ONE
By Robbin Coons
Associated Press Features
Hollywood—Bias-lines:
Paramount says "Reap the Wild
Wind" is its biggest grosser of all
time. This upholds the C. B. DeMille
approach to moviemaking, and slaps
down those who champion the good
taste and discrimination of movie
audiences. Of course it may be merely a testimonial to the drawing
power of a giant (phoney) squid.
A lot of people felt sorrj for
Frank Sinatra, singing into a "dead
mike" at the big shindig for visiting
admirals and generals. If that's how
he sounds without a mike, he ought:
to quit hiding behind them forevermore. It was the first time I, for
one, ever suspected The Voice had
one . . .
Annual financial reports of picture
companies usually aren't the snappiest reading, but that of Walt Disney Productions told a story: 94 percent of Walt's film footage during
the period were for Army, Navy, or
government, made without profit.
The remaining six percent embraced one feature ("Victory Through
Air Power," intended to focus public attention on a war problem) and
nine one-rectors. Net income of $431,000 for the year (less than many
movie companies spend on a single
ordinary feature) came mostly from
former releases. When they talk
about conversion for war, the Disney
plant can be cited as Shining Example No. 1.
•Picture people are supposed to be
notorious for grabbing the spotlight,
but most of them are showing good

taste—as well as good sense—in P
ing down their jaunts overseas
entertain the fighting men. Mod
them come back awed by what
have seen rather than by what
personally, have done. To a man
a gal they urge the need for o
entertainers in the war areas,
the personal satisfaction gained
their experiences.
Ray Bolger, entertaining at a
conference party, mentioned
South Pacific tour (relevantly)
was stopped.by a burst of appla
which Ray promptly stopped:
didn't say that for applause;
said, "That experience is some
that belongs to me."
And Edgar Bergen, Jack Be
Frances Langford and Bob H
appearing. at the Coliseum war
(audience: 100,000) were asked
tell of their war tours. None of
did—they all detoured for Is
and gags.

You Don't Say:
The ages of man: As the boy
older, women consider him f
lamb, then a unlicked cub, n
wolf, and finally an old goat.
• From the Chinese the world
obtained silk, paper, printing.
compass, gunpowder, the peach
orange, lemon, tea, porcelain,
santhemum, soybean.
California was originally C
New Albion, a name given bi
Francis Drake 41 years before
landing of the Pilgrims at Ply
Rock.
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THE GARDEN'

FALSE TEETH
Rod', Slide or Shp?
FASTEETH, an improved powto be sprinkled on upper or
r plates, holds false teeth
re firmly in place. Do not
, slip or rock. No gummy,
pasty taste or feeling.
ASTEETH is alkaline (non). Does not sour. Checks
late odor" (denture breath).
t FASTEETH at any drug
ore.

MEDICAL-DENTAL CLINIC ON BOUGAINVILLE—A far cry from the crude first aid station
in the early days of Bougainville is this Decertlnr scene at a Marine aid station behind the
lines. (Seated, left): Phm. 2/c 'R. B. Stubbs, Massena, N. Y., prepares a bandage for Marine
T/Sgt. D. M. Black, San Diego, Calif., at Lt. (jig) L. L. Hamilton, Springfield, Colo., gives instructions. Seated in dentist chair at right is Marine Pfc. H. L. Andrews Jr., of New Jersey, as
Phin. 2/c P. L. Maier (left), Champaign, Ill., assists Lt. D. P. Dobson, dentist, of Iowa City,
Ia. (AP Wirephoto from Marine Corps).

News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
them.
the
a/June 24, 1919—Among
Princeton people to attend the
opening ball at Cerulean last
Thursday night were: Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. O'Hara, Mrs. J. B.
Bohannon and sister, Mrs. J.
Loftus, Mrs. C. Hollowell, Misses
Rose Goldnamer, Alma Downing,
Pauline Watkins, Margaret and
Lucille Bohanon, Eva Baker,
Carrye Pickering and Miss Williams; Roy Koltinsky, Edwin Koltinsky, D. B. Osborn, Chas. Gaddie, Tom Amoss, James Beck,
Glenn Cash, Philip Stevens, Harry Long, James Dollar, Leo Walker, Armour Blalock, Bracey
Beshears, Bert Keeney, William
Pickering, Frank Howard, L. C.
Adams, Chas. Eaker, J. D. Wylie,
R. T. Lamb, R. B. Ratliff, Frank
MeCaslin, Godfrey Childress, Fuqua McMurray, Arthur Hillyard,
and others.
• • •
June 24, 1919—Alvin Lisanby,
who has been attending the State
University at Lexington for the
last nine months, returned home
Saturday.
• • •
January 4, 1921—J. W. Murphy, of Otter Pond, arid Miss
Lillie Francis, of this city, were
married at the home of the
bride on West Main street, Sunday, Dec. 20, at one o'clock, Rev.
John T. Cunningham performing the ceremony. The groom is
a hustling and prosperous farmer, and the bride is a popular
and attractive young lady, and

Hams "Aged" In
Electric Cabinet
A method whereby hams can
be "aged" by electricity is announced by the Tennessee Valley
Authority. Put in an electric
cabinet, hams come out in seven
weeks as good as when kept for
a year or more under normal
conditions, it is said.
A box-type cabinet is heated
with a 200-watt light bulb, regulated with a thermostat. Hams
are kept in it at a temperature
of about 110 degrees.
It is thought that the aging
cabinet may be added to community refrigeration plant s.
Plans may be had from the
Agricultural Engineering Section,
Experiment Station, Lexington.

NOT FLASHES
CHILLY FEELINGS

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

TOBACCO CANVAS
KENTUCKY AAA

ale yard

60 yard bolt *5.10

Finkel's Fair Store

Rationing At

A Glance

has 7 Points of Quality
1. DEEP CREAMLINE—means more energy, more butterfat, also means
more vitamins, aids in building up resistance to ailments.
2. RICHNESS BELOW THE CREAMLINE—gives more minerals necessary for healthy growth and maintenance of body tissues.
3. APPETIZING FLAVOR—more appetizing foods are more easily digested—GOLDEN GUERNSEY creates the milk drinking habit.
4. NEVER MIXED—with other milk—a balanced food—nothing is added, nothing taken away.
5. MORE FOOD VALUE—brings 46 PROTECTIVE food substances
needed in the diet.
6. TRIPLE INSPECTED—(1) our own rigid inspection, (2) our local
health department, and (3) production supervised by Golden Guernsey, Inc.
7. VALUE—a full cup of cream in every quart.
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those growing School Children the quality Food that they need by
buying Gold en Guernsey daily.

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.
BASIL T. DAUAA, Prop,
Main at Cadiz Sts .

Processed Foods—Green stamps
G, H and J in Book 4 good
through Feb. 20. Green K, L, and
M good Feb. 1 through March 20.
Meats, Cheese, Butter, Fats—
Brown stamps R, S, T and U in
Book 3 expired at midnight Jan.
29. Stamp V also good now; W,
Jan, 30, X Feb. 6; all expire
Feb. 26.
Sugar—Stamp 30 in Book 4
good for 5 pounds through March
31.
Shoes—Stamp 18 in Book 1
and No. 1 airplane stamp in
Book 3 good for 1 pair each
until further notice.
Gasoline — Stamp A-10 good
for 3 gallons through March 21.
B, C, B-1 and C-1 stamps good
for 2 gallons until further notice.
B-2 and C-2 stamps good for
5 gallons until used. State and
license number must be written
on face of each coupon immediately upon receipt of book.
Tires—Next inspections due:

Ladies Footwear
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CHILLIE

PLAYSHOE
Your favorite Walking tie pattern now
done on a playshoe last. There's no
grander combination for
real comfort.
Of non-rationed materials that meet all
government requirements.
1

'295Pair
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"Buy on NUTRITION VALUE and buy more wisely"
Give

th

A profit of $800 in 12 months
on young steers fed on lespedeza
hya and grasses was made by
Dr. G. F. Smith of Lee county.
In the fall o. 1942, Dr. Smith
bought steers whico averaged
1.:.50 pounds in weight. He fed
them on lespedeza hay tnat
winter, and in the spring, turned them out on korean lespedeza,
orchard and other grasses. Upon
selling, they had gained an average of 410 pounds. Farm Agent
T. H. Jones points out that an
additional gain was 66 large
loads of manure for use on the
farm.
Probably the largest crop of
lespedeza hay ever grown in
Lee county was produced on the
farm of Dr. Smith. He invested
$40 in korean lespedeza seed and
then had the crop sowed and
harvested on shares. He sold his
half of the crop for $505, leaving him a profit of $465 on 20
acres.

Pasteurized Milk

ed fro.

rl

has been connected with the R.
E. Butler Store for the past six
years. The marriage was kept
a secret until last Saturday. Mrs.
Murphy will remain with the
Butler Store for a while.
• • •
January 4, 1921—Miss Charline
Eldred left Thursday for Denver
for a fev7 days stay with her
sister, Mrs. Powell Catlett, after which they go to Phoenix,
Arizona, for the winter.
• • •
a January 4, 1921—Mrs. P .R.
Shelby spent the hloidays with
her daughter, Mrs. Chester Holcombe at Perry, New York.
• • •
January 4, 1921—Miss Bergitta
Claycombe returned to college at
Maryville, Tenn., last Monday
after spending Christmas with
her parents, Rev. and Mrs, J. F.
Claycombe.
• • •
February 8, 1921—Mr. and Mrs.
L. K. Butler have returned from
a pleasant trip to Havana, Cuba.
They report that city to be
beautiful and very interesting.
• • •
Feb. 15, 1921—Harry Blades,
Jr. and wife, Mrs. Roy."Towery,
Mrs. J. B. Bohannon and daughter, Miss Lucille; James Dollar,
Gerard Kevil, D. B. Osborne
and Luther Sells were among
those from Princeton to attend
"Chu Chin Chow" at Macauley
Theater, Louisville, last week.

Steers, Lespedeza
Prove Profitable

GO/den Guernsey

E

lir'
first
next

tly John S. Gardner, Kentucky Vegetable Point-Values
books) are surrendered.
College of Agriculture and
Reduced; Meat Increased
Not Exempt
Home Economics
Doctors, ministers, lawyers and
Ration values of all major
canned vegetables are down 2 to other professional people are not
exempt from the regulation reLast week, were sketched the
4 points en the new point-value
points that go with "kitchen list effective January 30. In- quiring that ration points be surstove gardening," the facetious creases of 1 to 2 points per rendered when rationed foods
name for planning; today starts pound in most beef, lamb and are acquired. A farmer may pay
treating each in sletail. The first veal cuts, and a sharp boost in a doctor for his services with
is making a vegetable consump- cheese values are effective rationed food instead of money,
INSURANCE OF ALL
tion schedule to which
all on the same date. Butter re- but he must collect the required
members of the family may con- mains unchanged, lard is in- number of ration points.
KINDS
tribute. This tedious business if creased one point. Most pork To Lick Black Market
As a further blow to the black
followed through, but if the cuts remain unchanged, pork
garden is specifically adapted to loin is raised one point! All market in gasoline, local boards
the family it is to serve, it will canned fish except oysters show will insert a special notice in
W. C. Sparks
newly - issued gasoline ration
serve just that much better.
a 4-point per pound reduction.
books,
beginning
about
February
However, for the benefit of
The new values are to remain 1, telling the holder that
Glenn E. Farmer
"enthose who want a "short form", effective through March 4.
dorsement protects you and helps
this is suggested.
Emergency Gas Rations
Sam Koltinsky
lick the black market." RegulaFrom upwards of 8,000 questA limited supply of gasoline
ionnaires received back from for personal emergency rations tions require that the auto license
Kentucky gardeners, these are for the month of February has number and state of registration
the first 20 vegetables: white been allocateed to each of the be written in ink or indelible You Women
WhoSlaw From
potatoes, sweet-potatoes, toma- 74 rationing boards in the Louis- pencil on each coupon as soon as
toes, beans, cabbage, broccoli, ville district. The allocation was an A, B, C, or T book is received.
beets, carrots, peppers (hot and made on the basis of tire quota Pork Tongue Prices
New ceiling prices on pork
then
sweet), egg plants, celery, mus- figures and basic ration istard, kale, spinacn, parsnips, oy- surances. When a board's quota tongue, effective February 1,
sterplant, swiss chard and onions. for this purpose has been ex-. have been set. The highest prices
And, there's the basis for a fine hausted no further such rations that may be charged (lower figures may prevail in some stores)
garden.
may be issued during the month.
If you—like so many women between
Among these the staples are Occupational use is not included are as follows: For Zone 6— the ages of 38 and 51—suffer from
fresh tongue, 26 cent; cured, 27 hot flashes, weak, nervous irritable
cabbage, white potatoes, beans, in the provision.
cents; smoked, 37 cents. For Zone feelings, are a bit blue at times—due
tomatoes and greens, and de- Enforcement Action
7—fresh, 26 cents; cured, 28' to the functional middle age period
finite plans for them should be
The enforcement division of cents; smoked, 38 cents.
peculiar to women—try Lydia E.
made, fitting in the others, to the Louisville .district OPA ofPinkham's Vegetable Compound to
make the garden complete. What fice, in line with a nation-wide WAR BONDS ... for your se- relieve such symptoms.
Taken regularly—Pinkham's comfollows has come from the program to enforce compliance curity tomorrow—buy today!
pound helps build up resistance
questionnaires as being "aver- with price ceiling regulations, is
against such distress. It also has what
age," and should reasonably making investigations which are
Doctors call a stomachic tonic effect!
closelY fit almost any family.
Thousands upon thousands of
expected to result in enforcewomen—rich and poor alike—have
White Potatoes—Consumed per ment action in courts on clothreported benefits. Here's a product
person during the summer are ing, rubber footwear, lumber,
that HELPS roams and that's the kind
almost 2 bushels and through scrap, new and used automobiles,
to buy. Follow label directions. Well
OPTOMETRIST
the winter months, 3 more, mak- produce, meats, fruits, refrigeraworth trying/
E. Main St.
ing 5 bushels in all. A 100-pound tors, stoves, radios, used furni- Phone 250
LYDIA
E. PINKHAM'S VEGnARtE
sack of certified seed should ture, and hotel and room-house
make about 26 bushels, to supply rent charges.
a family of 5. One-tenth acre of
Eleven filling stations are unland is needed.
der investigation as a result of
Cabbage—One- hundred "frost- illegal sales of gasoline as reproof" plants, and another 100 ported to the ODT when truck
home-grown, serve the average operators who a failed to obtain
family from May to New Year's their gasoline rations-before JanDay, or longer if good storage is uary 15 were called to explain
had. Half the "frost-proofs" their sources of supply.
should tee Golden Acre; the rest, Gas For Moving
Copenhagen Market. Both are
When applying for special gaslong-standing sorts. The home- oline rations for use in moving to
grown plants should be of Wis- a new residence, a motor must
consin All-Seasons variety, hardy present his tire inspection record.
ready made, nine feet by 100 feet
in hot, dry weather. Four hund- The rationing board will note
red feet of row.
on the record the amount of the
Beans—In the use of this im- special ration issued and the
portant vegetable there is wide reason for its issuance. No specvariation, but an average reads ial rations for moving will be
like this: every two weeks, plant allowed until all outstanding
for each person 10 feet of row, supplemental rations (B or C
and for canning supply, double
any two plantings. This makes A book vehicles by March 31;
CARLTON LL ... 36 in. wide
a total for the year of about B's by Feb. 29; .C's by Feb. 29;
100 feet, but room for some commercial vehicles every 6
plantings is found either before months or every 5,000 miles,
or after some of the other whichever is first.
Fuel Oil: Coupons 2 and 3
vegetables.
Tomatoes—Served fresh once good now. No. 2 expires Feb. 7;
daily, and from cans, twice a No. 3, March 13. Unit value, 10
week, and, assuming that a gallons. Change-making and replant bears 10 pounds (which is serve coupons good throughout
low), each person should be heating year. Consumption in
allotted 25 plants, 10 of which Cleveland area as of Jan. 2,4,
should be 9 weeks old, at set- should not have exceeded 55
ting, May 10; the rest started in per cent of season's ration.
Where Your $ $ Have More Cents
Report ceiling violations to
a muslin bed April 1 and moved
the price panel of your War
into the garden about June 1.
Greens—As all these (except Price and Rationing Board.
chard and New Zealand) are
short season, room can be found
either before or after many of
the vegetables. Especially, should
be provided a bountiful quantity
of late greens, and if the garden
were two-fifths covered at frost
time, those that were not used
as food or poultry feed would
serve as a cover crop to help
the garden through the winter.

Non Ration Type
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This Week In OPA

Methyl alcohol is now made by
synthesis from
high-pressure
coke and water.

Service Insurance
Agency

gy J. F. Graham
e (Arden
Garden specJohn S. Gardner,
College of Agriculthe
st of
several
,,, says that even tho
weather lies
lo of inclement
in
in which little. work
garden is possible, some of
be'used to an ada time can
by doing what he calls
gardening," whose
Iciten stone
name in "planae dignified
says for those who have
;caste gardens 1-4 to 1-2 acre
means allocatfwe persons, it vegetables to
all the year's
;she rows, including surpluses
those
the winter store, with
con„nt to be canned timed
It includes insuring
apparaact,cides needed, and
includes
mar this applying. It
•,,ag full arrangements for
garden's fertilizing, whether
a stable manure or with cornal fertilizer or with both.
.n.ly include looking over last
mistakes. In any event
gardeners of
a: most successful
till be the ones who plan
plans.
ell then carry out their
Hardware Heart"
Kills Many Cows
any cattle are lost every
nr from swallowing nails,
bits of wire or other
.lobjects, according to veterans at the Kentucky AgriStation.
Experiment
objects lodge in the second
and some of them work
agh into the heart, killing
.animals.
':tie often swallow bits of
,a that break off when baling
••es are removed. Other ob1. that may cause death of
atxk are nails, screws, bolts,
razor blades, hair pins,
needles and buttons.
anetimes whole handfuls of
a objects are removed from
av's stomach, the accumu71 of months or even years,
ed factories, now use maga to remove metal objects
grains and ground feeds.
• considered good practice to
feeding
:roe home-made
.taires. The Experiment Stamen point to the need of
in unbaling hay and in
• iling nails, staples and other
al materials around
feed
'
a and troughs.
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Phone 161

TOP PRICES ,),-4,•-1
TOP SERVICES '
011
WHEN YOU SHIP TO US

CATTLE. CALVES
HOGS, SHEEP. LAMAS

EXPERIENCE PAYS!
Especially in selling stock!
30 years of stock selling
is behind every sale we
melee. That's why you
get the best prices when
you ship to us

BROTHERS
BURFORDCOMPANY
AND

STOCK
SOUNSON
.Pkwas Porlimog 7505

'VMS
Ay.

Black - Gabardine - also Tennis Cloth
Pump - Straps - Ties

Finkel's Fair Store

“Where Your Shoe

Have More Cents"
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Deaths-Funerals

Fredonia Valley News

Dana Purdy
daughter
Dana Purdy, infant
L. Purof Mr. and Mrs. Homer
at
dy, West Main Street, died
Jan.
Princeton Hospital, Tuesday,
25.
Maternal grandparents are Mr.
W.
and Mrs. Charles F. Cherry,
grandMain Street, and paternal
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Purdy, Dawson Springs.
Hill
BuriAl was in Cedar
Cemetery, with the Rev, H. G: M.
Hatler, in charge.

relatives in
Rev. 0. M. Schultz, Prince- ,Edna Baker visited
days last week.
ton, filled the pulpit of, the Cario, Ill., a few
Miss Mildred Harris, EvansBaptist church here Sunday.
her parents, Mr.
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Out- ville, is visiting
Harris.
land and children, Donald and and Mrs. Everett
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Baker and
Charles, were visitors of relaand Joyce Nell,
tives in Model, Tenn., last week- children, Buddy
and Mrs. J. D. Wylie, Miss Marend.
Mrs. James
Mrs. Melva Tabor and little guerite Wylie and
guests of
daughter, Doris June, visited Mr. McLean were dinner
and family
and Mrs. John Tabor in Salem Mrs. Jerry Barnes
Sunday.
last weekend.
The Ladies Aid of the CumDave Boaz is ill at his home
berland Presbyterian church met
here.
Bugg
Master Frank Faught, son of at the home of Mrs. J. D.
Mrs. Mamie Howton
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Faught, is last Thursday night.
Mrs. Mamie Howton, 64, died
Ezra Tosh, Dycusburg, visited
her home on North Harrison
at
Tosh,
Miss Mary Louise Turley, his mother, Mrs. H. E.
Jan. 28. Funeral services
St,
.Princeton, was the weekend iere Saturday.
were held at Rosedale Cemetery,
guest of her parents, Mr. and
Dawson Springs, Jan. 30.
James Perkins, a 4-H club
Mrs. H. M. Turley.
joined
who
county
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowery boy in Green
Mrs. Nancy Fletcher
and family moved to Evansville the Navy, sold his tobacco crop
Mrs
Funeral services fur
Monday where they will make of 400 pounds for 52 cents a AMERICA'S LARGEST GOES TO SEA—The U.S.S. Missouri, America's largest battleship,
pound.
Williamsburg bridge at Brooklyn
Nancy Fletcher, 84, who died
their home.
slides into the East river at New York in the shadow of the
at her home on Baldwin Ave.,
M. S. Lowery visited his sister
Wirephoto).
Anderson county farmers in navy yard. (AP
Jan. 26, were held at Crossroads
in Louisville recently.
Methodist Church, Jan. 28. BurFarmer Orders 20
Mrs. Charles Young, Evans- 1943 produced enough food for
ville, was a guest of her sister, all the civilians in the county
ial was in Crossroads Cemetery.
Phosphate
Of
Tons
Mrs. Veldon Yandell and Mr. and enough extra to feed 8,000
soldiers for a year.
Probably the, largest single
Yandell over the weekend.
William M. Jackson
Crider Homemakers
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. McElroy
order for phosphate ever to be
William M. Jackson, 88, died
Miss Nell Guess and Mrs. L.
H. Matthews of Wayne county
and Rev. 0. M. Schultz, Princethat
was
county
Grant
placed in
at his home on South Seminary
ton, were dinner guests of Mr. harvested 2,870 pounds of tobacco W. Guess were hostesses Tuesof Perry McComas for 20 tons St. Jan. 26. Mr. Jackson, born
on 1.4 acres which sold for more day afternoon to members of the
and Mrs. Tom Grubbs Sunday.
of this fertilizer. Mr. McComas in Hopkins County, was a farmMrs. Jerry Barnes and Miss than $50 per hundred.
Crider Homemakers Club. Mrs.
KenLexington, Feb. 1—The
will use it on pasture, hay and er. Burial was in Jackson Ceme41111.1.10•111401.6.141.0181NINWIMIUM.1.1.1111.11111.11.1.161.11.
.
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Harlan Ennis had charge.
other crops. Farm Agent Robert tery.
the
meet
will
Wildkittens
tucky
A lesson on painting and decoHume notes with interest the
rating furniture was given by University of Illinois February value now placed on phosphate
by
Mrs. W. W. Glenn, assisted
7 at home, before a distinguished compared with 10 years ago. The Mrs. Jennie McChesney
Funeral services for Mrs. Jenthe home agent. Methods of us- audience consisting of members records of that time reveal that
ing free-hand, stencil and De- of the Kentucky Legislature and in one year 20 tons were ordered nie McChesney were held Saturcalcomia patterns were shown. of Kentucky's official family. for the entire county. Now many day, Jan. 29, at the First BapMrs. Glenn had charge of the Gov. S. S. Willis and appointive farmers are taking advantage of tist Church, at 2 o'clock, conrecreation period of songs and officers of the State government the extra allowance of lime ducted by the Rev. H. G. M.
Hatler, pastor, and the Rev. 0.
games which closed the meeting. have been invited as special and phosphate.
M. Schultz, assisted by the Rev.
The hostesses served refresh- guests.
H. A. Egbert and the Rev. Roments to Mesdames Harlan EnA special section is being condolph Lane. She died at the
nis, W. W. Glenn, W. P. Snick- structed in the University of
home of her daughter, Mrs. Euen
ard, Virgil Coleman, Sarah My- Kentucky gym in which the
Farmer, Franklin street, Jan. 27.
ers, J. C. Myers, P. M. Adam- official guests will be seated, for
Mrs. McChesney, a daughter
son, Misses Grace Adamson, capacity of the University gym,
of Lewis and Elizabeth BlackAgnes Traylor and Nancy Scrug- always inadequate, is expected
ham.
to be taxed to the utmost for
"Food Fights for Freedom" is burn, was born August 1, 1861.
Invite you to visit
Six of her grandchildren servthis headline game.
the keynote of the John Deere
The Illinois team is the only Service Show to be presented at ed as pallbearers and two of
Eddy Creek Homemakers
their store and see
her
granddaughters sang.
the Wild- the Capitol Thursday, Feb. 10
Eddy Creek Homemakers met one which has beaten
She is survived by three sons,
Illinois at 9:30 a.m, by Claude Robinson,
with Mrs. J. I. Lester Thursday kittens this season. The
P. B a.nd H. B., . of Bowling
their new arrivals of
afternoon. Mrs. S. J. Satterfield, attack is centered around Stan local John Deere dealer.
"Every farmer in the com- Green; F. V., Lexington; four
chairman, presided. Major pro- Patrick, leading scorer, who aldaughters, Mrs. Owen Williams
Soring Merchandise-ject lesson was led by Mrs. D. so is leading the scoring in the munity vYill get worth-while information from this talking and Miss Nell McChesney, of
W. Satterfield on refinishing old Big Ten Conference.
Howie Judson, Illinois, led the picture program," says Mr. Rob- Utica, Miss.; Mrs. Floyd Sandlin,
furniture and decorating canister
the latest creations in
sets. Social hour was conducted scoring in .the previous Ken- inson. "It is a wartime show
tucky-Illinois tilt with 15 mark- with emphasis on greater food
by Mrs. Badger Gray.
coats, dresses, suits
Refreshfrients were served to ers. It was Judson who dropped production through better operathe following members and Visit- in a last-minute field goal that tion, care, and repair of farm
knocked the 'Kittens from the equipment. Regardless of the
and millinery may be
ors: Mesdames S. J. Satterfield,
undefeated ranks. Howie is a make of equipment a farmer
D. W. Satterfield, Martin Oliver,
good rebound man and a thorn owns, he will get valuable pointJ. C. Gresham, Ira Cotton, W.
seen here.
in any opponents side. He will ers on how to get better service
H. Tandy, J. I. Lester, Wylie
bear watching Monday night.
and longer life from his equipBrown, Chas. B. Lester, Badger
Teamed at the other guard ment."
Gray, Herschel Drennan and
post with Patrick is Junior Kirk
Featured pictures
will
be
Misses Louise Tandy and Julia
who followed Judson in scoring "Wartime Care of Your Tractor,"
Ann Lester.
in the first game. Kirk is a "More Grain in the Grain Tank,"
very good ballhandler and pos- "The Clean Cut," and a shirring
Phone 25
Otter Pond Homemakers sesses that scoring drive.
newsreel "America at War." AdPrinceton. Ky.
Coach Rupp will start Walt mission is free.
Otter Pond Homemakers met
amummommtommomusommomemonsmo
Tuesday with Mrs. W. P. Craw- Johnson, Mt. Sterling freshman,
ford for an all day session, Jan- and Tom Moseley, Lexington
uary 18. The morning was spent sophomore at guard post; Bob
TONIGHT
in making sheets, pillow cases Brannum, freshman who is lead—AND—
ing
the
scoring with 138 points,
and tea towels to be donated to
in the pivot slot; Wilbur Schu,
the Princeton Hospital.
FRIDAY
After lunch the club was Versailles, sophomore,
called to order by chairman,
meet
with Mrs. Homer Mitchell
Miss Robbie Sims. Roll Call was
answered by 14 members. Three February 15.
Members
present: Misses Lucy
... when I give THEM the laugh-taught
visitors were present A report
of Christmas donations given Mable Mashburn and Robbie
Arve4stywcalehey..
ch.t• Mal
Sims,
Mrs.
W.
P.
Crawford, W.
to a local group was given by
S.
Denham,
Claude
McConnell,
Mrs. Guy T. Shoulders, who
•
showed how to paint and decor- Homer Mitchell, Jimmie Mitchell,
Jim
Neal,
Claude
Robinson,
Guy
ate furniture. Minor project on
first aid treatment for shock Shoulders, L. B. Sims, Ferd Wadwas given by the home agent. lington, Spurlin Murphy and
Mrs. Ferd Wadlington, program Clay Gresham. Visitors were Mrs.
conductor, led the club in songs W. K. Crawford, Linda Crawford and Miss Nancy Scrugham.
and games.
The club was adjourned to
•

Homemakers

State Officials
To Be Guests For
UK-Illinois Game

SULA & ELIZA NALL

Implement Movie
Show February 10

Fann- 28 grandchildren and eight
Cincinnati, and Mrs. Euen
Dr. grandchildren.
brothers,
Two
er, Princeton.
Texas, and
Dallas,
Blackburn,
Lee
Blackburn, Princeton;
Frank

Beware Coughz
from comma colds

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredoeia, Ky.

That Hang
Creomulaion relleven prompts
cause it goes right to the seat et
trouble tor.s.h.elP 1(x)m.o and
germ laden phlegm, and iod
to soothe and heal raw, tense
flamed bronchial mucous
brasses. Tell your druggist told
a bottle of CreomuLsion with the
derst
anonng you must like the
quickly allays the cough or yol
to have your money back.

FE!h9t9IssB'°

FEELING FINE NOW, MRS
GOODE THANKS RETON
Had Gotten To Where She
Could Scarcely Eat Or
Sleep, States Mrs. Goode.
Had Tried Many Medicines
Without Success. Feels
Fine Now.
"Mrs. Edd Dickens told me
how fine Retonga was for her,
and now I am as grateful to this
wonderful medicine as she is,"
declares Mrs. Rhoda Goode, well
knowil resident of Route 2,
Owensboro, Ky., in a strong public endorsement of this noted
medicine. Discussing her case,
Mr. Goode happily stated:
"For the past year I seemed
to go down hill a little every
day. My appetite got so poor
that I had to force myself to
eat, and my nerves were on
edge. I would wake up in the
morning feeling so tired and

draggy I could hardly pun
self out of bed. I had to
strong purgatives all the
but this made me worse it
long run. I tried to find a
eine that wpuld build me up
had no success, and I waa
ried and discouraged.
"The relief Retonga
is little short of marv., ,
sleep all night and eat r.•
I have thrown away a:,
harsh purgatives L used t,
and I am busy all day long,
tonga is the grandest n1
I ever used, and I have
plenty of them."
Retonga is intended to re
distress due to Vitamin B-I
ficiency, constipation,
cient flow of digestive julep
the stomach, and loss 01
tite. Accept no substitute.
tonga may be obtained at
ann's Drug Store.

SUNDAY
—and

MONDAY
One wane
alone
aga;nst
Iced

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

John E. Young, Agt

CRPITO

Bring Your Own Wire

(111./414""

HANGERS!

Our gupplies of clothes hangers, of all kinds, is
completely exhausted and we are unable to obtain
more. Therefore, on and after—

January 31
It will be necessary for customers to furnish their
own hangers when they come for dry cleaning ... or
receive their garments without hangers.
If you will bring your clothes on a wire hanger,
you will you will be issued a coupon good for one wire
hanger when you return for your garments.
This new inconvenience is just another byproduct of the war and we regret it ... but are unable to offer any solution other than the above.

Farmers Dry Cleaners
Bodenhamer Dry Cleaners

News for you
about the WAC
Want to know how the
new WAC recruiting policies
apply to you?
Want to know whether
you're qualified for a special
kind of Army job—whether
you'd serve with the Air,
Ground, or Service Forces—
whether you could be assigned to the part of the country
in which you enlist?
Today—get full details at the
nearest U.S. Army Recruiting Station. Your local post
office will give you the address). Or write to: The Adjutant General, Room 4415(
Munitions Building, Washington, D. C.
at

VISIT

Ideal Barber Shop
Arnold Stalling, Prop.
R. C. Guess

We have on hand now,
two J. I. Case, 14-in. 2 bottom plows, one 16-in, single

le to 041.00

Fiats

In The Newsreel!.

Added!

Colored Cartoon

bottom and one, 2 section
spike tooth harrow.

WAR — REPUBLICAN NATIONAL
SKY WAR — REPUBLICAN NATIONAL
COMMITTEE IN SESSION — NA71
PLANE BROUGHT BACK FOR 11IMY
TESTS — F. D. R. REPORTS

Call or see

Mitchell Implement
Co.
Princeton, Ky.
THEY'RE THE
WATCH DOGS OF THE FLEET...
MEETING DANGER HEAD ON
...THE HEROIC MEN OF THE
OAST GUARDI

Route 3
Phones 2605-2613-2622

QUICK RELIEF FRON4
Symptoms of Distress Arising from

STOMACH ULCERS
DUE TO EXCESS
ACID
FrsoBookTolisoflissuoTroatniontthst
Must Help or It Will Cost You Nothing
Ovid two million bottles or thsWILLAR D
TRICATMENTAky•b•on gold for relinfor
•Y•nptoms ofdiatreas seising from Stwirtech
sad Duo/oars! Ulan due to Same Atod —
Peer Digestion, few or Uproot liteetoch.
Garielnees, Heartburn, Shmiphreeneee, etc,
due to Fame Acid. Sold on 15 day,' trial'
Ask for.
Willard'• eitossage" which fully
explains title treatment---tree--at

WYLIE & MoCLELLAND, Ina
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

Plus These Short Units! ...

"WINTER SETTING"

"FOOD AND MAGIC"

Sport Short

Victory Short

directions on label

IneorporaTed

flaad a••lost., Cardai neura1, paps up appoidt• aid. di.
nro•Loa, Gad elms helps baud
an*
tOr th•"Wee" booms.
Arwood 3 days !motors you
ttata., .suad iskosa as oireel.d, It

HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY

.1
10
1
011;
4 iftic
aa
altliralf=Pt:

\1
'1

Pg
441/
Ari

ITERRITTMETMILINuY,Euu ArTATtnurs
SATURDAY --- OPEN 11:45 A.M.

"HOPPY"

-run', rustlers'
nightmorall-

FEATURES

Li

Richard ARLEN
Iluneet

PARKER

HAYDEN

Added!...
"FIFTH COLUMN MOUSE"
"AFRICAN FRONTIER"
SCREEN NOVELTY

CARDU I
A 62 year record
of 2-Way help`

\\‘

FOX MOV1ETONE NEWS

Women!
A complete selection Visit our store today and choose a
Valentine for mother, dad, sister, brother, sweetheart or friend.

Sf 7G4Tat,

"WHAT'S
BUZZIN
BUZZARD"

Here is a name
to remember
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The EASTSID1 KIDS
BILL ROWANDY CLYDE
VICTOR 1ORY

ANN GILLIS
ROAR MIRY,Ir.

NEXT THURSDAY & FRIDAY

MIAMI
MOMS
IN ITU
*111111

Added!
Walt Disney's
Lovable Creations
"FAGARO AND CLEO"
No. 10 "SEA RAIDERS"

ALLYN 10SLYIA
61/CLYN KIYES
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Women's Page
E. DeBoe,
and MISC.
announced the
, ireet, have
daughter,
rage
' of their
SerLouise, to Technical
stationed
James T. Wynn,
Jackson, South Carolina.
wedding took place at
Post Tuesday,
Fort Jackson
bride's mother,
The
1.
sty
DeBoe, and the brideC E.
mother, Mrs. Hular
attended
of Lamasco,
wedding.
will make her home
e bride
uth Carolina.

ler-Davis

to relie
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ve juices '
ss of ap
stitute.
ed at Da

DAY
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DAY
1,4+0171.11
alone
against
love'

e marriage of Mrs. Lys
y to Mr. Irwin Higgins,
erly of Johnson City, Tenn.,
place December 10, 1943, in
ucah. The couple are at home
the Metcalfe Apartments on
Main St.

Fox Hostess
Evitom Club
a. John Fox was hostess to
bets of the Evitom Club of
Central Presbyterian Church
the Church Annex, Friday
sing, Jan. 28.
the absence of the presiMadge Boteler, Miss Archie
sing, presided over the meetMiss Cleo Ingram gave a
ew of "Women in the Bible",
on the 52nd chapter of
verbs, after which the group
ed bandages for the hospital.
s were also made for a rumge• sale to be given at the
• the third Monday in Feb'sent were Mesdames CharCurry, Frank Craig and
Pox; Misses Cleo Ingram,
e Dunning and Robbie Lou

0 Girls Attend
Cif

lores
ORAII
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Princeton, Ky
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•
S
•
•
Dorothy Ann Davis

Boe-Wynn

Herman Sadler,
r. and Mrs. announcing the
awa, are
daughter,
riage of their
estine, to Otis Davis, son of
Davis,
and Mrs. Alonzo
eeton, which took place at
Ovine, Wednesday afterof
, Jan. 26, at the home
the
L E. Martin, pastor of
d Baptist 'Church.
Martin read the impresring ceremony in the
of Miss Anna Ray
. Kuttawa, and Kenneth
,usin of the bride.
or wedding, the bride
blue wool suit with
„tessories.
the
:lately following
the couple left on a
,.dding trip, after which
. make their home in
:e, Ind., where he is

a gave
arvelosa.
eat he.
y all
sed to
ay long.
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have '

Phone 50

mai Dance
e of the most enjoyable socevents given for GSO girls
Princeton was a buffet supand formal dance given by
413th at Camp Campbell,
evening, Jan. 28. Music

Hospital News

Mr. and Mrs. James Lee
George, Fredonia, Route 3, on
the birth of a daughter, Wanda
Kay, Jan. 26.
••• •
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Boyd,
Fredonia, Route 1, on the birth
of a son, Jan. 26. He has been
named Richard Boyd.
• • •

Mrs. Jane Adams
Miller

Mrs. Homer Purdy was dismissed Wednesday afternoon.
• • •
Mrs. Mitch e 11 Harrington,
Princeton, underwent an
appendectomy Sunday, and continues to improve.
• •
Mrs. R. W. Ogilvie continues
to improve.

Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sublett,
New Albany, Ind., on the birth
of a son, Charles Edward, Jan.
19. Mrs. Sublett is a former resident of Princeton.
• • •
Captain
and
Mrs. Joseph
Stephens, on the birth of a
daughter, Jan. 27, at Princeton
Hospital. She has been named
Carol Ann. Mrs. Stephens is the
the former Ann Steadman Leech.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs.- Robert Cook,
Kuttawa, on the birth of a son,
Robert Joe, Jan. 26, at Princeton Hospital.

Is back at her old place of
business at

••

Modern Beauty Shop

More than 40 carloads of
ground limestone were shipped
into Kenton county in December
in the AAA program.

MOVIE STARS AT PRESIDENT'S BIRTHDAY LUNCHEON—Film stars gathered with Mrs. Roosevelt in the East room of the
White House before luncheon with the president, honoring him on his 62nd birthday. They were in Washington to help raise
funds for the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. Front row (left to right): Louis Prima, Guy Lombardo, Brian Aherne,
Grantland Rice (face partially showing), Roland Young, Red Skelton, John Garfield, Meyer Davis, Walter Pidgeon, Brian Donlevy and Dean Murphy. Back row (left to right): Joan Fontaine, Martha Scott, Mary Martin, Virginia Field, Mary Pickford, Mrs.
Roosevelt, Lucille Ball, Maria Montez, Jinx Falkenburg, Jeanne Cagney, Lily Pons and PatriciaCollinge. (AP Wirephoto).

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Lawrence, Fredonia, Route 3, on the
birth of a daughter, Flora Jane,
Jan. 26.
• • •
Lieut. and Mrs. C. H. Brockceyer, Jr., of Columbia, S. C., on OGDEN MEMORIAL
the birth of a daughter, Jan. 28. METHODIST
She has been named Sandra E. S. Denton, Pastor
Lee, Mrs. Brockrneyer is the
9:45 a.m., Sunday School, Harformer Dorothy Hunsaker.
ry Long, Supt.
was furnished by the 20th Divis11:00 a.m., Morning Worship.
ion Band.
6:30 p.m., Youth Fellowship,
Attending were Elizabeth Shol- Clemma Joyce Keeney, Leader.
ar, Edythe and Marguerite Wad7:30 p.m., Service in charge
lington, Jonell and Laverne Par- of Ladies' Bible Class. Mrs. 0. S.
rent, Anna Maude and Louise Werner of Murray will be guest
McConnell, Imogene
Stevens, speaker.
Ernestine Tatum, LaRue Stone,
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., study -of
Gwendolyn Booker, Dorothy Mc- "The Church After The War."
Collum, Martha Littlepage, Es- SECOND BAPTIST
telle and Janelle Lester, Jo Hud- F. M. Masters, Pastor
son, Rebekah Henderson, Juliet
Regular services morning and
Pepper, Lillie Belle Childress. evening with preaching by the
Betty Wahlfeld, Laverne Dun- pastor. Sunday School at 9:45,
ning, Kathleen Walker, Barbara and Baptist Training Unitn at
Nell Cummins and Betty Gowin. 6:15 p.m. The pastor will begin
Chaperones were Mesdames C. A. a series of Sunday evening mesPepper, J. R. Kevil and R. B. sages at 7:15 on the life and
Ratliff.
career of Lot. The first service
will be on "Lot Choosing a
Home," or "The
Universe
Miss Cash Plays
Choice."
For Kiwanis
Strangers and visitors are alMiss Gene Cash, member of ways welcome.
the Brenau music faculty, was
pianist for a group of Latin CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
American songs presented at the Pastor, John N. Fox
Kiwanis Club .of Gainesville, S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
Georgia, Wednesday, January 26.
Thursday, Feb. 3-2 p.m., Wood
Miss Cash, the daughter of Mr. Circic meets in the home of Mrs.
and Mrs. Tom Cash, West Main Henry Sevison.
street, was a member of the
Sunday, Feb. 6Class ofiv '43 of Brenau College,
9:45 a.m., Church Schbol.
of
Alpha
Chi
and is a member
10:45 a.m., Morning Worship.
sority.
social
national
Omega,
Message: "The Church and the

At The Churches

Nation". The Session meets after this service.
6:30 p.m., Tuxis and Pioneer
Groups meet for a joint fellowship in the Annex.
7:30 p.m., Evening Fellowship.
Meditation: "Some New Testament Teachings About Humanity."
The fellowship of this church
invites alj residents of this
community, who care to have a
worship experience, to attend
any or all of these services.
Wednesday, Feb. 9-7:15 p.m.,
Prayer meeting.
8:15 p.m., Choir rehearsal.

Woman Gets $452
For Turkey Flock

Fyersonals

119 W. MAIN STREET
Phone 2 foialappointment.

LOVELY

GORGEOUS

Humming Bird

Louisville, is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Cartw ght.
• • •
Jimmy
Jones, student
at
Translyvania, Lexington, spent
last week-end with his parmits,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Jones, McNary street.
• • •
Mrs. Edythe Patterson recently left for Fairmont, Nebraska,
where her husband is stationed
in the Army. Her mother, Mrs.
H. R. Braddy, who accompanied
her, returned last week-end.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Yates and
daughters, Kay, Betty and June,
were the guests of Mrs. M. T.
Yates, in Murray, Sunday.
• • •
James Farmer, employe at
Bowman Field, Louisville, attended the funeral of his grandmother, Mrs. Jeanie McChesney,
here Saturday.
• • •
Mrs. Weldon Stephens has returned to her home at Bartow,
Fla., after visiting Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Stephens and other relatives here.

HOSIERY

Mrs. Tom Cash, Jr., who has
been in Paducah the last several
weeks with her husband, a
patient at I. C. Hospital, spent
Clear—Sheer—Beautiful
Wednesday here.
• • •
Miss Madalyn Robards spent
At the same
last week-end in Paducah, as
the guest of Mrs. James E.
Moore.
• • •
Miss Anna Bet Pruett, Frankfort, spent last week-end with
$1.01 and $1.08
relatives here.
• • •
Miss Mary Magurean, Home
A good-sized shipment came
Economics instructor at Butler
today. We want the many
High, spent last week-end with
that have been waiting to get
her parents in Gary, Indiana.
• • •
here early tomorrow.
Mrs. A. C. Nuckols, Oliver
Springs, Tenn., is visiting friends
45 GAUGE - - - 3 THREAD
arid relatives here.
• • •
Exclusive at
PickiMrs. and Mrs. William
ering and little daughter, Poppy,
spent Sunday and Monday in
Louisville.
• • •
'DI Stevens returned to Chica"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
go Monday night after spending
the week-end with relatives. Everybody Reads The Leader
Mrs. Stevens remained to spend i
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••ontomilimmilimmommommtum.m...4111144flummilitliitioiiiitsimmitiouittiimitiiii,..,
a week with her parents, Rev.
and Mrs. John T. Cunningham,
and sister, Mrs. C. A. H3rn and

1

Mrs. C. E. Champion of Anderson county realized $452 from
the flock of bronze turkeys
which she raised last year. She
also raised 200 chickens. A member of the WLA, Mrs.,Champion
helped with the crops in the
field and garden, then canned
837 quarts of vegetables, fruits
and meats. Helping strip tobacco was a recent job. Mrs. Champion has been a leader of a 4-H
club in her community for the
past five years. Last summer,
three of her club members were
county champions. She is also
president of her homemakers'
•
•
club, vice-president of the counCartwirght,
Margaret
1Lls
ty homemakers' association and
student nurse at General Hospital
a neighborhood leader.

4

Mrs. Gresham Pettit spent
Monday here with Mr. and Mrs.
e WednesGayle Pettit. She left
day morning for Ft. Myers, Fla.,
where she visited her husband,
Lieut. Pettit, who is stationed
there in the Army Air Corps.
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Everybody's Heard The News About

Goldnamer's Beautiful
Suits
and
Coats

Spring Shoe Styles
Foot flattering loveliness in patterns that are
breath-takingly beautiful. D'Orsay pumps, tailored ties, rich casuals.
You'll find the perfect
answer in a shoe for any
occasion.

\

49.75

In a Riot of Gay Colors
RED-GREEN - BLUE - BROWN - BLACK
In Dress Styles Street Styles
and Play Shoes
Just ask for it and we have it! The newest
color, the briefest jacket, t;,e smartest neckline.
Everywhere you go you hear people
saying ... Goldnamer's suit collection
is certainly one of the biggest and most
outstanding in town.

Famous Brands
Sprightly Plaid

Centers

Paradise
Vitality
, Connies
Charm-Step
Paris Fashion
Styl-Ezz
Easy-Goers Nisley

with Striped Borders?

THIRSTY TERRY HAND TOWELS
• Ilathroom-Ilrighttnina "h."!
• In I:onerous Sixes Y ou'll

25c to

49c

The kind of towels that are essential in every house.
hold! A firm underweave, with a surface of thick,
absorbent!
dosely•spaced loops to make them ever so
Sized just right for bathroom and kitchen! Sparkling
Plaids. and rich solid colon. too!

WASH CLOTHS TO MATCH TOWELS
fig handy size! Pine sturdy quality hatk. 5c and
mg with lots of loOps for extra softness!
1 Oc Each

Si7es for Juniors, Misses, Women

Exclusively at
Don't Forget
Buy Now If You
WANT PRETTY
Shoes This
Spring!

p

Don't Forget
BUY WAR
BONDS NOW
/or peace this
fall!

Buy an extra War Bond
.6,1119.1 1111111111111111.01/111111111t111111.1f11111111111
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On sale at Goldnamer's
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This farm boy stopped
bullets intended
for you.
Joe Martinez, Colorado farm boy, his
battalion bogged down under wither.
ing fire from Jap positions on Attu,
arose alone and advanced into a hail
of bullets to clean out trench after
trench so his battalion could advance.
He died with his rifle at his shoulder,
pumping lead into the enemy, while
his mates were able to move up behind him and successfully take the
pass. For this, Joe Martinez has been
posthumously awarded the Nation's
highest military honor. Let every man who was once a
farm boy himself buy an extra War Bond in Joe's honor
...for Joe took the bullets aimed at the heart of America!
•

The 4th WAR LOAN is your opportuni
to do something ab9ut it!
It's Time to Take the Offensive. Your Government has the men it needs to
do the job in the front lines—great men all! But it doesn't have the money it needs, by
a long way. That's your job! And the immediate task is the Fourth War Loan—Your
chance to take the offensive not only in support of the men who are fighting and
dying for you and your loved ones, but also in support of your own future!
What are you going to do about a wornout tractor, about repairing fences and
buildings,about replacing depreciated machinery and equipment? Will you be ready
with money in the bank when these things are needed?
You will if you take the offensive now! Put every extra dollar into U. S. War
Bonds—the best form of financial reserve ever offered you. Think! You are asked to
make a sound and prudent investment—not a sacrifice!

You Never Oet Loss Than You Lend! And you can get/
1
2
more than you invest, as War Bonds yield 2.9% interest
compounded semi-annually, if held to maturity. Then you
get back 84 for every $3 invested.
Cash Whon You Hood It. If an emergency comes along,
your War Bonds are like money in the bank. Uncle Sam will
redeem them in cash—st full purchase price—any time after
you've held them 60 days. Don't cash them unless you haw
to. And don't hold back a single dollar unnecessarily from
the purchase of War Bonds. YOUR HELP IS NEEDED.
Rids About War Bonds (Series E)
Tea tan buy War Sonde from your bank, postmaster, moil tarries sr
Production Credit Association. Don't wait. Do it by moil if you caret pee

se idrenhi

Will your boy come back to a farm or ranch with no financial reserves,
no future? Or will you greet him at the gate with a bundle of War
Savings Bonds—for working capital, new machinery, better buildings? And if your children are going to college, why not be sure they
get there by buying today the bonds that will pay the cost.
No need, really, to tell an up-to-date farmer or rancher what he
needs financial reserves for. You know more reasons than anyone else
can enumerate for setting aside extra dollars to meet the future. Now
is your chance to do it... and help fight the war too!
Go on the offensive! Buy all the Bonds you can—today!

You Lend Uncle Som Upon Maturity You Get Sack
$18.75
$25.00
37.50
50.00
75.00
100.00
375.00
500.00
750.00
1000.00
America's Eiders. For Your Fevre,
fur Your Children's Fulure
hrvest le EXTRA War Savings Bonds

Fe(

This window sticker identifies you as the purchaser
of extra War Bondi during the fourth War Loon:
•It is a badge of honor to be displayed with
pride:
B. the first in your neighborhood to have one. Buy
an extra War Bond today.

This is an official U. S. Treasury advertisement—prepared under auspices of Treasury
Department and

War Advertising Corn:cr
!
.

zentAt BACK THE ATTACK!

Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor
Melvin Fralick, Manager
Market St.

Red Front Store

Oliver's D-X Station
Princeton Livestock Co.
Refinery Sales Corp.

The Lillie F. Murphy Store
Goldnamer's
Bodenhamer's
Sula and Eliza Nall

Service Insurance Agency
Cornick Oil Co.
John Ed Young Ins. Agency
Ky. Rendering Works

Sheriff Mitchell Clift
Judge Herman Lee Stephens
Princeton Steam Laundry
Laneave's
Claude P'Fool

uary 3, 19
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The federal government has
been helping to finance land
There have been no fortiflea
grant colleges since 1890.
U. S. farm income for 1943 was tions along the U. S -Canadian
estimated at $19,000.000,000 cum- border since the War of 1812.

Time-Tested Advice
About Chest Colds!
Grandma Was Right
Time Has Proved It
Today, the first choice and family
standby for relieving miseries of colds
In millions of homes is the same homeremedy grandma used . . . Vicks
Vapoltubl What better recommendation could a product havel
When you rub time-tested VapoRub
on the throat, chest and back at bed-

time it starts to work 2 ways at once
—and keeps on working for hours to
relieve coughing spasms and congestion in the cold-clogged upper breathtog passages, to ease muscular soreness
or tightness. It invites restful sleep.
And often by morning most of the
misery of the cold is gonel Try It.

FEAR NOT RATIONING
SAVE RATION POINTS

s matESSMAN INJURED BY STREETCAR--Rep. Charles L.
rd (R-Mass), 73, vete• an legislator serving his 12th term
House, is assisted to his feet by Pfc. Richard Mitchell
of Chicopee, Mass., attached to the naval torpedo station
exandria, Va., and police officer G. M. Griffin, after the
ssman was knocked down by a streetcar in Washington,
He was taken to a hospital for treatment for cuts on his
(AP Wirephoto).

Ice In a Wartime
Icebox Keeps Food

FOXY( REPORTS TO DRAFT BOARD—Jimmy Foxx (right),
36-year-old baseball veteran who last played with the Chicago
Cubs, talks with Millburn, N. J., draft board chairman Stephen
Barker (left) and Noel Stevens (center), a prospective inductee,
before reporting to a Newark, N. J., induction station for examination. (AP Wirephoto).
LAUNCH SHIP NAMED FOR AP WRITER —With prominent
AP logotypes on her bow, the 10,500-ton Liberty ship Edward
Henry Crockett, named for the Associated Press war corre.b. 5, 1943,
spondent killed in action in the Mediterranean Sea Fe
slides down the ways after the launching at New England ShipPortland, Me. Crockett's
building corporation yard at South
widow, Mrs. Sally Dexter Cro ckett of Lowell, Mass, sponsored
the vessel. (AP Wirephoto).

FRESHER — BETTER — TASTIER

CITIZENS ICE CO.
Phone 362
225 Cadiz Street
SEE YOUR FURNITURE OR HARDWARE DEALER

aa
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Service Insurance Agency
Princeton, Kentucky

For a safe and secure feeling . . . and for protection against losses in the future by fire, hail or
windstorm . . . carry adequate

G,vernor Simeon S. Willis
an appeal to the Mayors of
entucky in which he asks every
bzen of the State to cooperate
the collection of more used
usehold fats.
Kentucky collected only enough
2
/
is in November to make 851
rs of bombs, yet 315 ton., of
by our
abs are dropped
erican Air Force on Germany
very day. Many of the pilots,

bombardiers and plane crews
are fawn Kentucky.
J. J. Rice, executive secretary
of general salvage for the War
Production Board in Kentucky,
states that if every woman in
Kentucky would save every drop
of used fat, it would be possible
to collect enough fats to make
2874/2 tons of bombs. Fats are
vital materials of war. They must
be saved.

Insurance

TAKE LIE-DETECTOR TESTS—Elizabeth Born (right) and
Mrs. Patricia Goodbody, daughters of the recently slain Mrs.
Frank Starr Williams by a previous marriage, enter the police
department crime detection laboratory in Chicago for lie-detector tests. Mrs. Goodbody was in the hotel room when her
mother was shut by a woman assailant. (Al' Telemal).

... before it is too late.—
See us today.

Better Have It and Not Need It - - Than Need It and Not Have It.

Lose Weight Program

Pimples Disappeared
Over Night

ILLIOPOLIS, Ill. (IP) — The
medical department of the Army
Ordnance plant has established
a new "Lose-2-Pounds-a-Week"
Club for overweight employees.
A scientific diet is prescribed for
Ina applisaties mast esaviamo each individual.
11°;0:.°6-Totie triarbaZierrIrrt
re who Sr. no longer embarrasses
Three-fourths of the virgin
tO
timber of the United States has
MetitAg Pla'*lea
been cut.
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

Teak la true, there is a gala lianamodleated liquid called Klemm:
but dries up pimples over night
my report that they had a red bora
toil, fed* ono !Light and surprises.:
ir friends lb* salt day watt •
ear complexion. fliers Is so risk.

.r9f-groogroararorko
wininomunomenomwonklumlllllllll

SURF BATTERS BUILDINGS—Two apartment buildings (foreground) at Redondo Beach, Calif. are broken up by a pounding
surf driven by high winds after they were undermined and collapsed at high tide. Six other apartment houses were undermined and damaged, and several additional blocks of buildings
were threatened with destruction. (AP Wirephoto).

Home-Made Brick
Brooder Succeeds

1943

.....WIONIMWIMM

TAXES 1943

Your State, County and School Taxes are now due and
payable at Sheriff's office.
A large number of

Poll Taxes
are now overdue... Help your Schools and your
County by Paying

Complete Service

Directions for making a brick
brooder stove are given in a
leaflet published by the Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, which may be
had free at the offices of county
and home demonstration agents.
A brick brooder stove is one
of the most popular means of
heating brooder houses because it
is low in cost, easy to build and
simple to operate, says this leaflet. Where wood is plentiful, the
fuel cost is low. There are no
mechanical parts to rust Out or
get broken; there is plenty of
brooding space to prevent crowding of chicks, and the bricks
hold enough heat to keep up the
temperature in the house even
when the fire gets low.

And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
r during your stay are yours, always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
LOCAL DEALERS:

Hospitalized Still Fight
OCEANSIDE, Calif. (1P) — Patients confined to the ,United
States Naval hospital at Santa
Margarita r anc h, Oceanside,
struck a blow at the enemy recently from their hospital beds.
Joining with other naval and
civilian personnel at the hospital, they bought more than

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis ... Prices will conform to your

HUBERT l'INNEGAR, Princeton
PRINCE HDW. CO. Eddyville

HYHRI

GATES SEED CO.

idea of moderate charges for service

Camargo, Ill.

rendered.

NOW

For Reservation
Write—
Wm. E. GRIFFi i'H,
Assistant Manager.

WAR
BONDS
PEED
ORY

After February 28, 1944
there will be a 6 percent Penalty and 6 percent interest
added to your taxes.

Le,
DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP
Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Mitchell Gift

Kentucky Rendering Works
110TTIFO LINDIR AUTHORITY OP THI COCA-COLA COMPANY

01944 Ow

C Co.

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO

f:1

WINt'AVR4.00(4,, Wet4INY

PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Coiled
. COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

•
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State Merit Tests Are
Set For February 12

Simplified Food
Rationing Goes
In Effect Feb. 17
Stamps Worth'10 Points
Each, Only Book 4
Needed; Tokens
For Change

Fire Department
Had Nine.Runs

(By Associated Press)
Frankfort—Merit examinations
for applicants for jobs iri the
The City Fire Department reState Welfare Department and sponded to nine calls during
the Unemployment Compensation January, as shown by the report
Commission have been postponed of Fire Chief J. L Sigler at
until February 12.
Monday night's session of - the
The tests, originally' set for Council. Four of the calls were
last Saturday, were delayed in runs only. The bill for services
order that more persons might of the firemen totaled $262.50.
qualify and to give time to anThe Mayor and all councilmen
swer numerous inquiries, the
attended the session.
topersonnel division announced
A bill for $550, purchase price
day. Applications will be receivof 500 feet of fire hose, was aled until February 5.
The examinations are to be lowed. Another .bill was for
held at Hopkinsville for residents $492 in payment of a sewer rod
and, eqiupment. The city had
of this section.
never owned a sewer rod, which
is of great benefit in removing
obstructions and clearing sewers,
official said. The clerks reFOR SALE: Cheap, '35 Chevrolet an
showed issual of 417 motor
Master Coach; A-1 Condition; port
licenses this year.
five good tires. Also '38 four- vehicle
Mayor Cash re-appointed formdoor Pontiac sedan; A-1 good
R. W. Lisanby a memtires; A-1 condition. Oliver's er Mayor
the Civil Service Comber
of
Phone
Station.
Service
D-X
It mission for a full 3-year term,
29-W.
and announced he would request
FOR SALE: 1 tract land 552 the Civil Service Commission to
acres, 4 miles west of Kutta- conduct an examination to dewa, Ky., on gravel highway. termine eligibles preparatory to
Good house and barn, lasting filling a vacancy in the police
water on each end of this farm. force, occasioned by failure of
Ideal stock farm, price $10.00 Delmar Shortt to assume the'
duties of policeman. K. R. Cumper acre.
Tract No. 2-140 acres 4 miles and 0. E. Allen are the other
north of Eddyville, Ky., last- members of the commission.
ing water year around. No
improveneents. Good stock farm
/
2
$10.00 per acre. Also one 11
Horse Power Fairbanks-Morse
conGasoline motor in perfect
dition. Williams Brothers, Edtf
dyville, Ky. Phone 3712.

Use of tokens constitutes only
one part of the new, simplified
program for food rationing which
will be put into cperation February 27, it was pointed out
Wednesday by the Lousiville
District OPA office. The plan
involves three important changes.
First, red and blue stamps becoming valid on and after February 27 will have a value of
10 points each; second, tokens
will be used as "change"; and
third, stamps will have a longer
TRIO WHO ESCAPED TO TELL OF JAPANESE ATROCITIES—Three American officers who esvalidity period, approximately
caped from the Japanese and whose sworn statements were the basis of the Army-Navy report
12 weeks.
prisoners in the Philippines are seen here with Gen. Douglas
An important feature of the on Japanese atrocities against
Australia Aug. 4, 1943, after their escape. Left to right:Lieut.
program for the housewife is MacArthur at his headquarters in
Melvyn H. McCoy; Gen. MacArthur; and Lieut. Col. S. M. Mel!
that only one ration book (Book Col. William E. Dyess; Comdr.
plane crash reicntly. McCoy and Mellnik are on duty. This picture was
4) will be needed when market- nik. Dyess was killed in a
released))y—the War- Departinriii.—(AP Wirephoto from U. S. Army Signal Corps).
ing for food. Blue stamps in
Book 4 will be used in purchasing processed foods; red stamps
Two Million Men Are
in this week will be used in
Reclassified In Draft
purchasing meats and fats, and
(By Associatql Press)
(Continued from Page One)
the properly labelled stamp, alWashington—Two million men which to arrange their private
so in Book 4, in the purchase of
who had been deferred from and business affairs before startsugar.
The red and blue stamps in
Prominent Speakers To the draft because of family ob- ing service.
ligations were taken out of
Major changes in draft reguBook 4 carry both letters- and
Address All-Day
Class 3-A and put in some other lations effective Tuesday provide
numbers like the current green
months,
last
two
during
the
class
that:
and brown stamps, but numbers
Session At Church
a Selective Service official esti1. No registrant shall be inwill not indicate point value.
The Mid-Winter Conference of
Tuesday.
mated
ducted until he has passed a
All red and blue stamps, regardpresbytery will
Nearly all of them were pre- thorough physical examination
less of the numbers on them, the Princeton
will have a 10-point value. Both convene in tht'tentral Presby- war fathers. About 2,500,000 men by Army-Navy doctors at least FOR RENT: Three-room apartletters and numbers will indi- terian Church here Thursday. are still deferred because of de- 21 days previously. Nnder the
ment; hot water heat. Mrs.
cate validity period. For example, Feb. 10, the meeting starting at pendency but thil group is rapid- old system the examination was
It
Laban Kevil, Phone 38.
given at induction. Pre-induction
blue stamps A8, B8, C8, D8, and 10 o'clock and concluding at 5, ly vanishing.
physicals were ordered by Con- FOR RENT: Furnished or unE8 will all become valid Feb- the Rev. John Fox annuonced
furnished entire first floor,
ruary 27 and each will be good Tuesday.
gress.
Farmers
Cooperate
three-room apartment; also one
Representatives from Presby2. Registrants 18 through 21
for 10 points.
two-room apartment, private
A regular schedule of validity terian churches of Mayfield, Pro- To Speed Up Work
years old no longer will be
porch.
and
entrance, bath
dates will be established for red vidence, Hopkinsville, Kuttaw-a,
The Kentucky College of Agri- granted occupational deferments
ltp
Minor Carey Higgins.
Marion, Madisonville, Sturgis, culture and Home Economics unless engaged in farming or
and blue stamps.
The amount of food an indi- Fredonia, Chapel Hill, Frances, says that an increasing number unless a state Selective Service
vidual can buy will remain Lantrip community and Prince- of farmers are putting in a lot director certifies that a man is WE'VE HAD MANY nice answers to our "letters to servicepractically
unchanged.
R e d ton are eexpected to attend. A of thought about changing their necessary in industry.
men". Do we have your servStamps will be validated at the basket lunch will be served in methods and practices so as to
iceman's (or woman's) adrate of 30 meats-fats points every the Annex at noon.
increase the amount of work Farmers Must Produce
dress? If not please mail Or
Speakers will be Dr. James F. done per man.
two weeks, and point values will
bring it to us, so we can add
Deferments Will Be Canbe adjusted so that this will Riggs, field representative for
For example, a short-handed
this name to our list of over
give about the same buying the Board of National Missions, central Kentucky farmer and
celled Unless Farm Work- 700
names. Keach Furniture
power as the present 64 points New York City. Dr. Riggs repre- cattle feeder faced the problem
ers Really Raise Food
Co., Hopkinsville, Ky.
5-35
a month. Blue stamps will be sents the War-Time Service Com- of getting several hundred loads
(By Associated Press)
adjusted so that this will give mission which last year raised of manure hauled out and spread
PIGS
FOR
SALE:
Buy
a
pig
now
Chicago.—The 1,700,000 deferabout the same buying power as $1,000,000 to be used to rehabili- in a limited period. He worked
and fatten it on your table
workers—especially
the present 64 points a month. tate those who have suffered out an arrangement with a red farm
scraps for next winter's meat.
Blue stamps will become valid losses as the result of war, and neighbor, who also had much young bachelors—were advised
S. 0. Catlett.
Itp
at the rate of 50 points a month to furnish spiritual environ- manure to scatter, to double up by a draft official this week that
for the purchase of processed ments for war workers in Ameri- on spreading equipment and they may be summoned for mili- WANTED by USO Center, large
foods, and point values of these ca. The other speaker is to be labor force, setting up a crew of tary duty unless they produce
roll-top desk. Call Dr. J. J.
foods will be adjusted slightly Dr. George S. Watson, field two tractors, spreaders and driv- substantial shares of the nation's
Rosenthal.
food
supply.
upward, making the 50 points representative for the Synod of ers and extra leaders. This arReporting that approximately FOR SALE: One John Deere
equivalent in purchasing power Kentucky, Presbyterian Church, rangement kept the equipment
stationery hay-baler; in good
to the 48 points under the pres- U.S.A. It is urged the local mem- moving almost constantly, elimi- 1,000,000 deferred farm workers
mechanical conditibm Alvin
bership attend this daytime meet- nating lost time when the equip- are not fathers and that about
ent system.
Lisanby.
2tp
ing.
ment was standing idle during 400,000 are under 22, Comdr.
the loading process, increasing Patrick H. Winston, assistant ex- FOR SALE: Old Kentucky Home
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Murphy of the number of loads spread in a ecutive of national Selective
Incubator, 250 egg, in good
awynl.
e
Daviess county canned
1,014 day and reducing by a third the headquarters, stated:
condition. Mrs. J. E. George,
"Non-fathers and you
quarts of food last summer and time required to get the job
Princeton, Ky., Star Rt.
2tp
cannot be left on the farm while
stored 60 bushels of vegetables done.
fathers take their places in the FOR SALE:
for their family of nine.
House, 5 acres of
WAR BONDS a "must" buy this armed forces unless such regisland back of Hayes Spring. Altrants are . devoting sufficient
Everybody Reads The Leader
so 14 acres near same locamonth to speed victory!
time to their agricultural occupation. See Gene Hayes or L. 0.
tions . . . and by their own efHayes, Franklin street.
3tp
forts are producing food in such
a substantial amount as to justi- FOR SALE: One large John
fy their deferment."
Deere pick-up hay baler on
Winston related that industry
rubber; in good condition. Call
had been told to prepare to
or see Mitchell Implement Co.
make young and single registPhone 2613-2622 or 2605. 2tp
rants available for induction, and
WANTED: Four or five room
said:
RECEIVED a carload of shiny new Lard Cans . . . Just the thing for boiling
house by local family (rent).
"We can ill afford to further
Must vacate present home for
defer farm registrants whose
clothes or to store articles require water tight, air tight containers. Get
owner. Carl Rogers, Phone 50.
production does not substantially
one
exceed their own family con- FREE! If
Excess acid causes you
while they last.
sumption and add to the nation's
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indifood supply."
gestion, Heartburn, Belching,
An amendment to the Selective
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
Service law requires deferment
Van Camp's
get free sample, Udga, at Dawof registrants, regradless of their
akesChoeolate Crunch
son Drug Store.
pkg.
10(36)p
10c
dependency status, who are
deemed necessary to, and regu- FOR SALE: Very choice Holstein,
Kellogg's
larly engaged in, agricultural ocGuernsey and Aryshire heifNewman
2 pkgs.
cupations. Late in 1942 Selective
Craw, N. Y. Route 2.
5(31)
Service devised a yardstick of
era $25 each. Shipped C.O.D. if
farm activity in terms of "war
desired. Bull free with 5 heifmusts" and set an individual 16
ers. Homestead Farms. Mcbottle
unit objective as a guide for
BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodagricultural classification.
SUNSHINE GREEN BEANS (no points 1,
tested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
0
GM pkg. Se
shipments Mondays or Thursrequired)
WAR BONDS are the safest in3 cans 35c
No. 2 can I IX
days. White for prices. Hoosier.
vestment in the wide world.
BATTLESHIP
716 West Jefferson. Louisville,

A dime. or a quarter is small change. But, mt. agt
35, a dime a day, saved regularly will be enough 1,,
pay'the premiums on a $1,250 Ordinary

Life Policy
"Let me show you."
0 0

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt.
NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.
111 W. Market St.

Phone 81

Princeton, 1(7,

CLASSIFIED ADS

34 Men Accepted

Presbytery Will
Meet Here Feb. 10

* HAVE YOU
BOUHT YOUR
ON OS

Ai-th WAR

PREPARED

1 lb.

gla.ss jar

Oliv-ilo

cake 6c

Cr
2e0am
oz.scty
an
le

onon Corn

New Texas
TURNIPS

CARROTS
crisp yellow

Mt
15c
bunch 113c
doz.

bunch

25(
23c

Concentrated Lye Babb::10(
Pork & Beans se°t:. 12c
Gift Peas
14(
Cracked Hominy lb.
:
C
oo n
s:e
t

20 oz. size

VEGETABLES AND FRUITS
GRAPEFRUIT
lb. 5C sweet,
54 or 64 size

FLORIDA ORANGES
large size, 200 & 2I6's
BROCCOLI
tender green

Tenderoni
Rice Krispies
Heinz 51 Sauce

NEW CABBAGE
green leafy
NEW POTATOES
delicious in cold weather
Cobbler
POTATOES

81C
lb. 6(

each

THE 4th WAR LOAN
IS ON!
Continuing our active support of the war effort
and timing our newest project to boost the
Fourth War Loan Drive in Caldwell County, we
are both buying and selling U. S. Bonds. Buy
your Bonds from this Association.

0
A

AUTO
PERSONAL
AN
HOUSEHOLD

INTERSTATE
FINANCE CORP. OF KY iNCORPORATED

let's All Backthe Attack

106V2 Market St.
Princeton, Ky.

pounds

33

25c and $1.00

CCIQNETTIE'S
Incorporated
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY

WOOD'S Drug Values
Hinds Honey and

McKESSON'S SPECIALS!
DUE TO COLD
16-oz.
MILK OF
MAGNESIA

39¢
8-oz
MILK OF
MAGNESIA

RED FRONT
CASII & CARRY STORES

HENRIETTA HOTEL BUILDING
Telephone 46
Princeton, Ky.

mond Cream and Hand

TEAR YOUTO PIE EES
Buy a bottle of MENTHO-MULSION, the scientific preparation
which In a FIG Syrup base depoeits
9 medicinal ingredients in your system to help expel tickling phlegm.
soothe Irritated throat passages and
help ease nervous tension. Ingredients of MENTHO-MULSION are
listed on the label and your own doctor can tell you its merits. At druggists. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.00c & $1.
**now Ontry new Wm nn
nal* 005. rawnno-nnaloWn
new and Innoot Own NW
bowthe mew own,. AW
*WV..

25¢

Cream
75¢ value - - 491

CHERRAMY
Hand Lotion
Double Size, 16-oz. 1

416
MENTHO-MULSION
S&Ars ae
100

SHERVAC

ASPIRIN

Orval Cold Vaccine
12 tablets - - 72¢

TABLETS

39¢

GIVIS YOU •tt
THE •NSYstes

Liquid Petrolatum

Oer TO,. cep, rod.,

Especially refined for
ionternol use
01

49'
89;
32 as. Sortie .

16 oz. Bottle .

VAN10,11 FOSC

JERIS
75¢ Hair Tonic
60¢ Hair Oil
$1.35 Value - - - 76¢

BVEL VITAMIN B

BURNTONE

COMPLEX CAPSULES
Bottles oi 40

A scientific product for
the relief of burns end
scads. Something you
should hits. in roue

98*
Bottles of 100

TRAINED PERSONNEL
TO SERVE YOU

Lanteen Refills .

851

Kotex

221

Modess

221

Tampax

291

Kleen-x

101

medicine chest now.

Large
tab,

SI It's I you need,
tek• gene(

39,

HILDREN'S
OLDS It

51cliew.on's

PRINCETON) FEDERAL SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION

Manager

Compiled by expert accountants, these books are of invaluable
assistance in the job of figuring your income tax.

If you want to be a home owner you need our
home-financing plan. Let us help you budget for
the future.

Fresh ftuit, fresh vegetables, fresh meat. More for your
Money; all the time.

Maurice Frenri

Phone
470

TAX GUIDES

1.98

ib. 81c

All Needs

LOAN

New Lard Cans...49c
C
Ib.29c
Fruit Bars
Kraft Dinner
pkg. 10
Starch 8
2 .L
Mustard
10c
Today's Coffee
32(
Toilet Soap
4 cakes 2U
15
M

Cash for

DAROL

69¢

.MeraM
11
N3.111
(1====2
•

R•lieve Miserhis With

ICKS

' '•

IQ
nts-

Hospital Razor Blades
4 for 10¢
Kentucky Club Shaving

COUGH SYRUP
8-oz.

Delsey Toilet Tissue 131
3 for
321

Lotion
6 oz. - - 50¢

VAPOR'S*

Is 51/1 ONis

35¢

Tek Tooth Brush
50¢ quality - 29¢

